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REPORT NO. 67.68 AP 

RESUME' OF OPBRATIONS AT THE ANVIL POINTS 


OIL SHALE RESEARCH CENTER 


This is the final report from Anvil Points, which covers the 
entire 3 1/2 year Initial Program. The most important findings 
and conclusions from the Stage I and Stage II experimental work 
are summarized together with information on the structure, cost, 
and management of the project. 

In reviewing the work of the Stage I and Stage II Programs, it 
becomes very evident that the mining, crushing, and retorting 
operations are heavily materials handling oriented. The success
ful operation of a shale oil producing complex ,.,ill depend largely 
on the competence of the design and the operating reliability of 
installed equipment. 

Extensive room-and-pillar mining research on heading and benching 
operations was carried out during Stage II. The principal objec
tives of the mining program were to develop data for mine design 
and mining methods, and to supply oil shale for the operation of 
Retort No.3. 
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Drilling and blasting research for the heading operation led to 
development of a full-scale round which permits dpproximately 
doubling the amount of oil shale rock broken and requires only 
half the preparation time per blast, compared to U. S. Bureau 
of Mines practice. During the experimental program on the 
development of full-height (76 feet) pillars, an unexpected inter
action developed between the benching operation and the condition 
of the rib pillar surfaces in the upper level of the mine. This 
necessitated a substantial reduction in the rate at which mining 
proceeded while pillars' were scaled and a safe condition was 
restored. As a result, the planned research was not completed 
by the end of Stage. II. Although the pillars were structurally 
sound, this spalling condition may have an adverse economic im
pact on the feasibility of commercial room-and-pillar oil shale 
mining. 

A limited crushing research program was carried out during 
Stage II to obtain actual tests with oil shale in commercial
scale prototype equipment. The program provided basic design 
data for two types of primary crushers and three types of 
secondary crushers. The objective was to obtain data useful 
in the design of a commercial oil shale crushing plant and to 
estimate costs for such a plant. The experimental work was 
based on, and was an extension of, research previously per
formed by the U. S. Bureau of Mines. 

An extensive pilot-plant research program on three different 
size retorts provided a much better understanding of the Gas
Combustion Retorting process. Hechanisms which limit both 
process operability and yield .were defined and are described 
herein. 

During Stage I of the program, yields of 88 to 93% Fischer 
Assay were demonstrated at 500 lb/(hr) (ft2) shale rate, using 
small narrowly screened shale fractions in the smallest and 
intermediate-sized pilot retorts. Shale throughputs were scaled 
up about five-fold from Retort No.1 to Retort No.2. 

During Stage II, Retort No. 3 was extensively modified before 
operation at shale throughputs as high as 360 T/D - a further 
scale-up of about six-fold. Yields and shale rates achieved 
during the 9 1/2-month period of operation in Retort No. 3 were: 
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Yield, Shale Fraction and Rate 
% Fischer % Mine Run Rate, lb/ 

Assay Ranse, Inches (Minus 2 1/2 Inch) (hr) (ft2) 

87 1 to 2 1/2 83 400 

86 1/4 to 2 1/2 96 300 

82 1/4 to 2 1/2 96 500 

89 1/4 to 1 12 300 


This compares with about 83% Fischer Assay yield achieved by 
the U. S. Bureau of Min~s charging 3/8- to 3-inch shale (95% 
mine run) at 300 lb/(hr) (ft2). 

These studies demonstrated that the process is operable within 
limits, once the proper combination of mechanical design and 
process conditions is arranged. The process, when retorting 
large shale particles, appears to be scalable to sizes larger 
than Retort No.3. However, with the wide range and small size 
shale tested, increasing operability problems ,'(ere experienced 
as the retort cross section was expanded. Scale-up for the 
'''ide range or the small particle sizes would not be recommended 
without additional work. 

The economic studies performed at Anvil Points and used for 
research guidance during the Initial Program are briefly summa
rized. Because of the contractual constraints on the scope of 
the work, this overall analysis does not comprehensively treat 
an integrated shale oil production complex. However, the 
mining, crushing, retorting, and off-site cost analyses are 
reasonably complete and may be used as "building-blocks" for 
proprietary studies. . 

Future mining research should include a study of techniques 
designed to alleviate the extensive· spalling '''hich occurred 
during the benching operation. In addition, the ultimate 
strength of full-scale pillars should be determined in order 
to estimate shale extraction ratios more accurately. 

Future retorting research should be directed toward overcoming 
the basic limitations in yield and operability encountered with 
the Gas-Combustion Retort. This work, if successful, should 
be followed by construction and operation of a commercial-scale 
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prototype retort.element. Investigation of alternate methods 
for processing shale sizes 'smaller than 1/4 to 1/2 inch to com
plement the Gas-Combustion Retort should prove worth....,hile. 

Yours truly, 

\2 ~ ~f).N.,,~ 
R. H. Cramer 
Program f-.1anager 
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INTRODUCTION 

The former U. S. Bureau of Hines facility at Anvil 
Points, near Rifle, Colorado, was reactivated starting in ~\lay 
1964 and was operated during 1965, 1966, and 1967. A research 
and development program was conducted to investigate the tech
nical feasibility of room-and-pillar mining with explosives, 
crushing and Gas-Combustion Retorting techniques for oil shale. 
Mobil Oil Corporation acted as Project Hanager for the coopera
tive industry group at Rifle which included Continental Oil 
Company, Humble Oil & Refining Company, Pan American Petroleum 
Corporation, Phillips Petroleum Company, and Sinclair Research, 
Inc. as Participating Parties. Costs of the Rifle operation 
were shared equally by the six participants. Bach Participating 
Party was represented by personnel on the technical staff. The 
Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation, Inc. acted as 
lessor-of-record and supplied nontechnical personnel for admin
istrative and logistic support. 

The planned researct program at Rifle consisted of 
two lS-month stages: Stage I, to determine retorting feasi
bility in small-scale pilot plant equipment and to provide
information as to whether or not to continue the Rifle program; 
Stage II, to operate large-scale pilot plant equipment to 
develop information for scale-up to commercial-size retort 
elements and to conduct mining and crushing research. Because 
of technical difficulties with the retorting process, Stage I, 
which was initiated in I·lay 1964, was extended by six months. 
These technical difficulities were resolved and Stage II commenced 
in April 1966. Experimental work was concluded in September 1967. 

The final reporting from the Anvil Points project has 
been structured in pyramidal fashion. Reporting for three levels 
of interest has been implemented: 

General Management Summary - a single volume summary report 
covering the entire project. 

• 	 Technical Management Summary - seven reports, each summa
rizing work in a specific area, i.e. mining, crushing, 
retorting, mechanical models, mechanical engineering, 
analytical laboratory, and economics. 

• 	 Technical Detail - the mass of data transmissions, Iionthly 
Progress Hemoranda, Technical Hemoranda, vleekly Newsletters, 
Technical Advisory Committee and Technical Observer presen
tations comprise reporting for this level. 

This is the General ~lanagement Summary report covering the entire 
project. 

This report is intended to present a summary of the 
most important findings and conclusions for the entire Initial 
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Program. !!any parts of the report were extracted from the Techni
cal Management Summaries. Consequently, its preparation involved 
editing rather than authorship in the true sense. To keep the 
report to a reasonable length, detailed documentation has not 
been included. Instead, references have been cited, so that a 
given subject may be investigated in depth by studying the 
appropriate parts of the body of literature developed at Anvil 
Points. A complete list of reports and Technical 1-1emoranda 
prepared at Anvil Points is presented in Appendix 1. 

The program reported herein traces its origins to and 
is based, in large part, upon the extensive experimentation 
previously performed by the U. S. Bureau of 1"lines under the pro
visions of the Synthetic Liquid Fuels Act. 

2 
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SUU1<1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The first part of this report contains a discussion 
of the structure, costs, and management of the project. The 
second part of the report contains a summary of the most impor
tant findings and conclusions from the technical program. 

In reviewing the work of the stage I and Stage II Progr~ 
it becomes very evident that the mining, crushing, and retorting
operations are heavily oriented toward materials handling. The 
successful operation of a shale oil producing complex will depend 
largely on the competence of the design and the operating
reliability of installed equipment. 

Mechanical aspects of the mining equipment, the crush
ing plant, the retorting process, and supporting facilities 
were evaluated for their suitability in commercial service. 
Recommendations and conclusions have been made on materials 
handling systems, retort and process design, commercially avail
able equipment, and materials of construction (1). These 
evaluations were based on operating experience with the mine, all 
three pilot retorts, and supporting facilities. 

A. Mining 

Extensive room-and-pillar m1n1ng research and develop
ment was carried out during Stage II of the Initial Program (2). 
The principal objectives of the mining program were to develop 
data for mining design and mining methods and to supply oil shale 
for the operation of Retort No.3. 

Mining was performed in a room-and-pillar layout with 
76-foot high rooms. The basic method was to first mine out a top
slice, 40 feet high, leaving long rib pillars. The remainder 
was then mined out by a benching operation. The standard mining 
cycle was to drill a round, blast, load the shale, then scale 
and roofbolt before drilling again. 

Drilling and blasting research for the·. heading operation 
led to development of a full-scale round which permits approxi
mately doubling the amount of oil shale rock broken per blast, 
compared to U. S. Bureau of Mines practice (3). Furthermore, 
the time to drill and powder this round has been substantially
reduced (4). 

While conducting novel research in opening up full
height (76 feet) pillars, an unexpected interaction developed 
between the benching operation and the condition of the rib 
pillar surfaces in the upper level of the mine. This necessi
tated a substantial reduction in the rate at which mining pro
ceeded, while pillars were scaled and a safe condition was 

(1) See references listed in Bibliography. 
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• 
restored. As a result, the planned research was not completed 
by ~he end of Stage II. This spalling condition may have an 
adverse economic impact on the feasibility of commercial room
and-pillar oil shale mining (5) • 

Rock mechanics research indicates that these rib 
pillars are fundamentally competent and that the spalling en
countered during the benching operation was a peripheral sUr
face effect. This judgment is based on analysis of extensive 
pillar and roof instrumentation which was installed to study 
rock behavior in place, and on fundamental physical properties 
of oil shale which were determined for the project by a contract 
research firm (6). 

The capital investment and production cost for an 
84,000 T/\.-l.J oil shale mine have !)ean estimated based on the large
scale experience at P~vil Points. It was assumed that the spall
ing condition could be rendered safe by extensive scaling and 
reducing the extraction ratio (7). 

Future research should include a study of blasting 
techniques and the manner in which high pillars come under load 
to alleviate the extensive spalling which occurred during the 
benching operation. In addition, the ultimate strength of 
full-scale pillars should be determined in order to estimate 
shale extraction ratios more accurately. 

B. Crushing 

A limited research program was carried out during
Stage II to o~tain uctual crushing tests with oil 3hale 
in cOll'I1ercial'~scale prototype equipment. '.i'he :9rcgram 
objective \-las to obtain data u-:eful in the design of a 
commercial oil shale crushing plant and to estimate costs for 
such a plant. The experimental work extended work previously
performed by the U. S. Bureau of Hines. 

The program provided basic design data, and crushing 
test results where possible, for two types of primary crushers 
and three types of secondary crushers (8). A large-scale tooth
type single roll primary crusher test was carried out coopera
tively with Allis-Chalmers (9). Eecondary crusher tests were 
obtained with a tooth-type double roll crusher loaned to Anvil 
Points by Allis-Chalmers, with the same type equipment by the 
McLanahan Corporation, and with a single-cage disintegrator by 
Stedman Foundry and Machine Company, Inc. In addition, Nordberg 
Manufacturing Co. supplied operating data from a cone crusher 
operating on oil shale. 

Investment and production costs for an 84,000 T/CD 
oil shale crushing plant have been estimated based on these 
test data and in part on a flowsheet design performed for the 
program by Allis-Chalmers (10). 

4 



• 

Additional research which would prove useful includes 

a large scale primary crushing test on a low-nip-angle gyratory 

• 
crusher and development of long-term wear data on secondary 
cone crushers. 

• 	
C. Retorting 

1. Process 

An extensive pilot-plant research program was 
performed to provide a better understanding of the Gas-Combustion 
Retorting process during both stage I and Stage II of the Initial 
Program (11). Hechanisms which limit both process operability
and yield were defined and are described herein. 

During Stage I of the program, yields ~f 88 to 
93% Fischer Assay were demonstrated at 500 lb/(hr) (ft ) shale 
rate using small narrowly screened shale fractions, in the 
smallest and intermediate-sized pilot retorts (12, 13). Shale 
throughputs \'lere scaled up about five-fold from Retort No. 1 to 
Retort No.2. 

• 

During Stage II, the largest unit, Retort No.3, 


was extensively modified and operated at shale throughputs as 

high as 360 TID - a further scale-up of about six-fold. Retort 

ing yields and ~hale rates achieved during this 9 l/2-month 

period of operation were as follows: 


• 	 Yields of 87% Fischer Assay at a shale rate of 400 lbl 
(hr) (ft2) ~ld 83% Fischer Assay at 500 lb/(hr) (ft2) shale 
rate charging 1- to 2 l/2-inch shale (63% of mine run 
crushed to minus 2 1/2 inch). 

• 	 Yields of 86% Fischer Assay at 300 lb/(hr) (ft2~ shale 
rate and 82.5% Fischer Assay at 500 lb/(hr) (ft ) shale 
rate, charging 1/4- to 2 l/2-inch shale (96% of mine run 
crushed to minus 2 1/2 inch). 

• 	 Yield of 89% Fischer Assay at a shale rate of 300 lb/(hr)
(ft2) charging 1/4- to I-inch shale (12% of mine rWl 
crushed to minus 2 1/2 inch). 

For comparison, the results previously achieved by the U. S. 
Bureau of Mines in a retort of identical cross-sectional 
area (14) are summarized below: 

• 	 Yield of 83% Fischer Assay at a shale rate of 300 lb/(hr)
(ft2) charging 3/8- to 3-inch shale (95% of mine run 
crushed to minus 3 inch). (U. S. Bureau of Hines Run 25; 
Tests 1 through 5.) 



Yield of 85% Fischer Assay at a shale rate of 300 lb/(hr)
(ft2) charging 1- to 2-inch shale (60% of mine run crushed 
to minus 2 1/2 inch). (U. S. Bureau of nines Run 2&; 
Tests 1 through 7.) 

• 

Studies in these three progressively larger pilot 
retorts demonstrated that the process is operable within certain 
limits, once the correct combination of mechanical design and 
process conditions is arranged for each retort size. The process 
with large shale particles (1- to 2 1/2-inc~) appears to be 
scalable to sizes larger than Retort No.3. However, with wide 
range (1/4- to 2 1/2-inch) and small shale (1/4- to I-inch), 
increasing difficulities with operability were experienced as 
the retort cross section was increased. Scale-up for the wide 
range or the small particle sizes would not be recommended 
without additional work • 

2. l1echanical 

• 'l'he Retort No. 3 design embodied process and 
design principles developed during Retort il0. 1 and Retort 
No. 2 operation and the mechanical model simulation program. 

An extensive program of mechanical model simula
tions was carried out to support the Gas-Combustion Retorting 
research during both Stage I and Stage II of the Initial Program 
(15). The development of novel miniature-scale model techniques 
can be considered an important by-product of this effort as they
produced quick, economical, and surprisin(zl~r accurate infor
mation. The major accomplishments were develop~ent of commer
cially feasible systems for anti-segregation retort feed, air 
and recycle gas distribution, and shale drawoff. 

Basically, a modular design concept was used in 
the development of Retort i~o. 3 and its internals. Although
commercial retort elements will be much larger than Retort No.3, 
further scale-up of the internals will probably occur by adding 
multiples of the internal module rather than by increasing the 
size of the individual components of the module. Therefore, 
modular performance provided a sound basis to judge the scale
up potential of various elements. This concept was applied
when designing the internal retort systems used to prevent size 
segregation of the raw shale feed, to ciistribute air and recycle 
gas into the shale bed, and to provide uniform shale flow through
the retort (spent shale drawoff system). These retort systems 
are judged scalable to larger retort sections from an engineering 
viewpoint (1). 

Operating problems have occurred each time the 
Gas-Combustion Retorting process has been scaled to a larger 
size. !!ew problems will probably occur again in a unit larger 
than Retort No.3. Therefore, future research should be 
directed toward overcoming some or all of the basic limitations 
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in yield and operability encountered with the Gas-Combustion 
Retort. This work, if successful, should be followed by con
struction and operation of a commercial-scale prototype retort 
element. Alternative processes should be investigated for 
processing shale sizes smaller than 1/4 to 1/4 inch. 

D. Economics 

The economic studies performed at Anvil Points and 
used for research guidance during the Initial Program (16) are 
briefly summarized herein. Because of the contractual con
straints on the scope of the work, this analysis does not com
prehensively treat an integrated shale oil production complex.
Refining, pipelining, water supply, land, re~earch and develop
ment, labor and materials escalation, financing costs and 
depletion allowance credit have been excluded. However, the 
mining (7), crushing (10)1! retorting (17, lS), and off-site (19) 
cost analyses represent reasonably comprehensive studies which 
may be used as "building-blocks" for more complete proprietary 
evaluations. 

A hypothetical 50,000 B/CD mining-crushing-retorting 
complex which processes 30 gallon per ton oil shale was used 
as the overall basis for the economics. The oil shale deposit
and outcrop cliff topography of Anvil Points were assumed. A 
complex comprising a two-level room-and-pillar mine, an under
ground two-stage crushing plant, and a Gas-Combustion Retort 
facility was analyzed. Calculated costs, including capital
charges, were distributed as follows: 

~1ining 44% 
Crushing
Retorting 
Utility and Service Facilities 

14' 
27% 
15% 

IO'O% 
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DETAILED REPORT 


A. Project Management 

A research and development program was conducted to deter
mine the technical feasibility of room-and-pi11ar mining with 
explosives, crushing, and Gas-Combustion Retorting techniques 
for oil shale. The contractually defined research program is 
shown in Appendix 2. 

1. Project Organization 

The general organization of the project was stipulated 
by the three part contract which provided for the lease of the 
Anvil Points facility (20). 'l'hese Agreements were entitled: 

:'Lease Agreement between the United Stages of America and 
the Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation, Inc. of 
the Anvil Points Lxperimenta1 and Demonstration Facilities 
near Rifle, Colorado." 

.. 	 "Contract for Administration of Research and Lxperimenta1 
Program utilizing Anvil Points Experimental and Demon
stration Facilities near Rifle, Co1orado. 1I The Research 
Contract was between Nobi1 Oil Corporation (formerly 
Socony F'lobi1 Oil Company, Inc.) and the Research Foundation. 

"Agreement for Joint Research utilizing Anvil Points Experi
mental and Demonstration Facilities near Rifle, Colorado." 
The Research Agreement covering the Initial Program was 
between lilohi1 and the Participating Parties. Humble Oil & 

Refining Company was the original Participating Party and 
Continental Oil Company, Pan American Petroleum Corporation, 
Phillips Petroleum Company, and Sinclair Research, Inc. 
each later signed. 

This set of Agreements defined the obligations, respon
sibi1i ties, and relationships between t;;e respectiva parties. It 
also outlined the r~search program, patent and confidentiality 
provisions, accounting procedures, insurance requirements, etc. 

The Colorado School of rHnes Research Foundation, Inc. 
acted as 1essor-of-record and provided administrative and 
logistic support. The Foundation was not involved in any of 
the technical aspects of the program. Provisions were included 
in the contracts for the Foundation to provide these services 
to several different research programs. However, these other 
programs did not materialize. 

Mobil Oil Corporation acted as Project r-ianager for 
the Initial Program. Mobil was contractually entitled to be in 
full control of the program, but in actual practice consulted 
extensively \-lith the other Participating Parties. 1'1anagement, 



accounting, purchasing, legal procedures, etc. were specified 
by Project .t1anager. 

A Technical Advisory Committee was established by 
terms of the Research Agreement to provide technical advice and 
guidance to I,lobil based upon its continuing review of the pro
gram. This Committee consisted of two members from each of the 
six Participating Parties. The chairmanship was rotated every 
six months. This Committee met bimonthly, or oftener, as the 
situation required. The Program Hanager and selected project 
personnel reported on progress at each meeting. 

A group of Technical Observers - representing each 
Participating Party - met at Anvil Points one to two weeks in 
advance of the Technical Advisory Committee m~etings. These 
observers, who followed the Anvil Points operation, were briefed 
in depth on all aspects of the program and had free access to 
any member of the staff for discussion. The observers were 
responsible for the technical briefing of their Technical 
Advisory Committee members. 

The organization of the staff on site is shown on 
Figure 1. Functionally, the staff was split between admini
stration and the technical program. The administration was 
completely staffed by the Research Foundation and included the 
following functions: 

Personnel and Accounting 

• Purchasing and Warehousing 

Safety 

Plant Engineering 

The program personnel were divided into three operating sections 
Mining, Retorting, and Analytical Laboratory, plus the Program
Hanager's staff groups. The Retorting Section was further sub
divided into the Retort and Hechanical aodels Groups. The 
Research Foundation provided nontechnical personnel for the 
operating sections, who performed unuer the direction of appro
priate technical personnel from the Participating Parti~s. 

A Long Range Planning and Review Group \<Jas established 
by the Program hanager to provide recommendations on program 
objectives and implementation. Originally this group was 
organized functionally and comprised an Engineering Analyst, 
the Retort Section Supervisor, and a '.1echanical Engineer to 
provide appropriate expertise. Each of these individuals 
represented a different Participating Party. During the latter 
part of Stage II, representation was broadened to include one 
representative from each Participating Party, at the suggestion 
of the Technical Advisory Committee. 
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The major and continuing management problem encountered 
during the Initial Program was that of trying to meet a schedule, 
tightly structured with respect to both time and money, with a 
heterogeneous staff representing companies which had divergent 

, !objectives. . , 

2. Cost and Manpower Summar~ 

The program was funded for $7.22 million. It was 
divided into two stages. Stage I of the program was originally 
funded for $2 million. Because of technical difficulties with 
the retorting process, Stage I was extended by increasing the 
funding to $2.72 million. These technical difficulties were 
resolved and Stage II commenced. The Stage II funding was in
creased, prior to commencement, from the $3 million stipulated 
in the contracts to $4.5 million to include an expanded mining 
research program among other things. 

r:obil proposed a $1.2 million extension of Stage II 
because of difficulties with the retorting program. Later, a 
$360,000 extension was proposed because of difficulties with 
the mining program. Both of these proposed extensions were 
rejected. 

Quarterly costs, on an accrued basis, for the program 
are summarized on Table 1. Detailed monthly operating state
ments and balance sheets were supplied to each Participating 
Party during the program. In addition, the Research Center was 
audited, by terms of the Agreements, on the following schedule: 

Initial Audit - three months after co~~encing re~abilitation 
of the facilities. 

• Second Audit - six months after the first audit. 

• Subsequent Audits - annual after the second audit. 

Each Participating Party received copies of the audit reports. 

Nanpower levels during the program are also summarized 
on Table 1. These reflect staffing the facility during the 
summer of 1964 and maintaining a reasonably constant level for 
the remainder of Stage I and the Stage I Lxtension. During the 
early part of Stage II, manpower was increased for mine develop
ment and to provide greater technical coverage of the retorting 
operation. During October 1966, nontechnical manpo\,ler was 
further increased to provide for operation of Retort No. 3 and 
the crushing plant. 

All technical manpower was supplied by the Participating 
Parties. Hobil provided the Program I1anager, stationed on site, 
and the largest contingent of t~chnical personnel. Although only 
Mobil and Humble supplied people initially, each Participating 
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TABLE 1 

ACCRUED QUARTERLY COSTS POR THE INITIAL PROG~~ 

Quarter 	 Employee Hateria1s, Subcontracts Other Quarterly Cumulative Personnel (3) 
Ending 	 Salaries, Supplies Direct Totals Totals Research Partici-

Nages & & Equip- Expense Pounda- pating 
Expenses ment Less tion Parties 

Revenue 

1964 	 July 104,900 41,200 20,900 29,900 196,900 196,900 59 13 
October 231,000 103,800 24,700 16,400 375,900 572,800 71 16 

1965 	 January 206,300 79,100 19,900 25,200 330,500 903,300 77 16 
April 211,900 99,100 33,100 18,200 362,300 1,265,600 82 16 
July 227,800 76,000' 28,700 21,700 354,200 1,619,800 85 20 
October 233,900 70,600 43,800 16,300 364,600 1,984,400 86 20 

1966 	 January 243,400 106,400 57,700 27,000 434,500 2,418,900 86 21 
April 266,800 229,300 49,100 35,100 580,300 2,999,200 95 21 
July 288,300 375,60.0 237,700 27,200 928,800 3,928,000 115 23 
October 319,200 314,100 416,900 36,500 1,086,700 5,014,700 137 25 

1967 	 January 379,600 91,600 75,900 42,600 589,700 5,604,400 138 25 
April 358,200 146,500 65,700 36,400 606,800 6,211,200 136 25 
July 383,900 106,300 62,200 38,800 591,200 6,802,400 136 24 
October 224,200 49,400 56,500 10,000 340,100 7,142,500 22 13 

1968 	 January(1) 52,000 1,000 2,200 2,300 57,500 7,200,000(2) 0 0 

3,731,400 	 1,890,000 1,195,000 383,600 7,200.,000 

(1) Pinal Quarter - January 1968 Estimated 
(2)Breakdown 	of $7,200,000 as fo11m-ls: 

Stage I: $2,720,000 
Stage 	II: 4,480,000 


$7,200,000 

(3)At 	end of quarter 

CJVerdeur ..... 
N 	 12/12/67 



Party was represented on the staff during Stage II. The names, 
functions, and dates of assignment for all of these personnel 
are shown on Table 2 for ready reference. 

The Research Foundation supplied all nontechnical 
manpower, with the exception of the Program t-lanager' s Adminis
trative Assistant and the Technical Program Secretarial Staff. 

Only one career employee was supplied to Anvil Points 
by the Research Foundation - the Personnel and Accounting Chief. 
The nesearch Foundation Administrative :~anagers, of which there 
were four in all, were employed by them specifically for Anvil 
Points. The remaining personnel were recruited on-site. 

Nontechnical manpower was limited in number for staffing 
a facility in the Rifle area. Personnel were hired for the 
research program from an area within a 60-mile radius. A larger 
enterprise would require extensive recruiting from outside the 
immediate Rifle vicinity. However, many people who had pre
viously lived in the area returned when employment opportunities 
were made available. 

Skilled workmen were few in number. A comprehensive 
training program would be necessary to develop an adequate supply 
of skilled trades. Adequate secretarial help was available from 
the area, but was limited in number. 

Generally, trades productivity was low. The level was 
between 50 to 75% of that expected of skilled craftsmen by East 
or Gulf coast standards. Lack of skills and the high altitude 
contributed to this condition. Although work attitude and 
diligence were generally good, close supervision of work was 
required for the proper execution of detail. 

3. Project fieporting 

As noted in the Introduction, reporting from the Anvil 
Points project has been structured in pyramidal fashion. Report
ing for three levels of intere::;t was implemented - a General 
Management Summary Report, seven Technical i'lanagement Summary 
Reports, and Technical Detail. The General and Technical Manage
ment Summary Reports were prepared after the completion of experi
mental work. 

During the active life of the project the following 
detailed technical reporting occurred. 

• 	 Detailed data, including retort operating log sheets, 

drawings, computer printouts, summary sheets, etc. were 

transmitted to the Participating Parties at about weekly 

intervals. Raw data only were transmitted to the U. S. 

Bureau of nines on-site o::'servers upon request, at ai:.out 

biweekly interva13, pursuant to the terms of the Lease 

Agreement. 
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TABLE 2 , 

STAFF PERSONNEL DURING THE RESEARCH PROGRAM 

Service Dates 
Company 

Mobil 

Continental 

Humble 

(1) Humble Oil 

Name 

Bergen, V1. S. 
Cramer, R. H. 
Guthrie, B. 
Haworth, G. R. 
Jagel, K. I., Jr. 

Liederman, D. 

Lyons, T. C. 

NcAleer, J. J. 
Skowronek, L. J. 
Snyder, P. W., Jr. 
Verdeur, C. J., Jr. 

Hasz, J. ~'V. 

Reymond, B. L. 

Beck, B. L. (1) 
Bernheimer, R. E. (2) 
Burchfield, J. E. (2) 
Cotrupe, D. P. (2) 
Gifford, P. il., II(2) 
Jefcoat, I. A. (1) 
Lawson, J. E., Jr. (1) 
Reitz, R. A.(2) 
Sellers, J. B. (3) 
Turner, E. E. (1) 
Tyson, C. l"l., Jr. (2) 

& Refining Company 

Function 

Staff r,lechanica1 Engineer 
Program ~'1anager 
Senior Consultant 
Hining Section Supervisor 
Retort Group Leader 
Engineering Analyst 
Analytical Chemist 
Analytical Laboratory Supervisor 
Hechanica1 Hode1s Group Leader 
Retort Group Leader 
Hechanical Engineer 
Retort Engineer 
Engineering Analyst 
Administrative Assistant 

Observer 
Retort Engineer 
Retort Engineer 

Analytical Laboratory Supervisor 
Analytical Chemist 
Engineering Analyst 
Retort Engineer 
Retort Engineer 
Retort·Engineer 
Retort Section Supervisor 
Engineering Analyst 
Mining Engineer 
Retort Engineer 
Retort Engineer 

(2)Esso Research and Engineering Company
(3)Contract employee from E. J. Longyear Company 

I-' 
.c:o. (Continued on next page) 

From 

5/3/64 
5/3/64 
6/12/64 
5/18/65 
7/9/64 
12/19/66 
5/18/64 
8/16/65 
7/2/64 
12/8/66 
12/5/66 
8/4/64 
5/10/64 
5/10/64 

2/26/65 
9/1/66 
6/19/66 

5/11/64 
8/9/65 
7/10/64 
8/30/65 
6/6/64 
8/1/64 
5/11/64 
4/4/66 
6/4/65 
8/23/65 
7/13/64 

\ 
\ 

To 

12/8/67 
1/19/68 
4/29/66 
12/22/67 
12/18/66 
12/15/67 
0/13/65 
11/22/67 
12/7/66 
12/8/67 
8/25/67 
10/13/67 
12/23/66 
1/19/68 

8/31/66 
9/29/67 
9/15/67 

8/13/65 
6/30/67 
4/8/66 
9/29/67 
7/31/67 
8/27/65 
12/8/67 

.11/10/67 
11/17/67 
8/11/67 
8/20/65 



TABLE 2 (Continued) 


STAFF PERSONNEL DURING THE PERSEARCH PROGRAM 


Service Dates 
Company Name Function ----:From To 

Pan American McGalliard, R. L. Retort Engineer 5/1/66 9/29/67 

Phillips Brackebusch, F. W. Mining Engineer 11/1/66 9/29/67 
Clampitt, R. L. Observer 8/16/65 4/7/66 

Retort Engineer 4/8/66 9/29/67 

Sinclair Broman, W. M., Jr. Retort Engineer 7/18/66 8/31/67 
Smith, R. E. Observer 11/8/65 7/31/66 

Mechanical Engineer 8/1/66 9/15/67 

CJVerdeur 
12/21/67 

..... 
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vJeekly Ne'-vsletters written to the Technical Advisory Com
mittee by the Program r'lanager. 

Detailed Honthly Progress 11emoranda, which included con
tributions from each technical employee, were sent to 
the Participating Parties starting in June 1964 and ending
in September 1967. 

Technical Memoranda were written whenever significant
research was completed. Nany of these were written 
immediately following the cessation of Stage II experi
mentation. 

As noted previously, bimonthly oral staff presentations 
were made to both the Technical Advisory Committee and the 
Technical Observers. 

4. Project History 

A schematic diagram showing the history of the Initial 
Program is shown on Figure 2 to illustrate the relationship 
between the activities which were in progress. 

The signing of the contracts for the lease of the 
Anvil Points facility was announced on May 1, 1964. The first 
personnel arrived on site May 4. Staffing the facility, training 
new personnel, rehabilitation of equipment and facilities after 
the eight-year Government standby period, and reconstruction 
of Retort No. 1 occurred during June, July, and August, 1964. 
Retort No. 1 and the crushing plant were placed in operation in 
late August and were supplied with shale which had been pre
viously stockpiled by the U. S. Bureau of I-"ines. 

The Analytical Laboratory and the Mechanical r.1odels 
Group began operations at about the same time. These activities 
continued throughout the program to support and supplement 
retort operations. 

Retort No. 2 was rehabilitated and operated with 
difficulty for shakedown during December 1964. 

Operations with Retort No. 1 were resumed and con
tinued until May 1965 to study the effect of process variables 
on yield and to demonstrate operability at high shale rates. 
Retort No. 2 was extensively reconstructed 6uring this period 
and was placed in operation late in i:olay. The mine was partially 
rehabilitated and limited production was started during 1965 
to supply the retorts. 

Retorts No. 1 and ioJo. 2 were operated alternately during 
the remainder of 1965 and until October 1966 to develop process
conditions for operation of Retort No.3. The Hechanical r40dels 
Group developed experimental designs for the reconstruction of 
Retort No. 3 during the same period. 
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Stage II was startea in April 1966. Contracts for 
reconstruction of Retort No. 3 were let and. development of a 
new mining area was started. The reconstruction of ~etort 
No. 3 was cOI:1pleteu and full-scale mining was started early 
in November 1966. 

Lxperimentation ,..ras conducted on Retort No. 3 until 
early September 1967, when the operation "las terminated. 
I·~echanical model studies and operation of the Analytical 
Laboratory vlere concluded at that time. 

The mining operation for Stage II was terminated in 
mid-September. tobil continued the mining operation for its 
own account. 

The facility was winterized and placed in stancby 
condition during the fall of 1967. A Stage II Standby Extension 
was authorized to iJegin November 1, 1$67. 

During this period, after the close of operations, the 
Research Foun~ation staff was disbanded, the technical staff was 
reassigned, and final reporting for the program t>las completed. 
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B. 	 Technical Program 

1. 	 Description of i'lining-Crushing-Retorting Complex and 
Interrelationships 

A typical hypothetical crude shale oil producing com
plex is shown schematically on Figure 3. 

The first step in the process of producing shale oil, 
by methods other than in situ retorting, is mining the shale. 
To be feasible, the mining method selected mU3t meet the pri 
mary requirement of high tonnage at low cost. The underground 
room-ana-pillar method developed by the U. S. Bureau of rUnes 
is such a method (3). It features large underground openings 
so that large-scale equipment can be used. The grade, or richne~s 
of the shale mined, and the size to which it is reduced by 
blasting during the mining operation have an effect on the down
stream processing. l,Uning richer shale yields more oil per ton 
of shale, but implies mining narrower seams 'lrlhich increases 
mining costs and is wasteful of the resource. Blasting to a 
finer size reduces crushing requirements, but increases drilling, 
scaling and/or powder costs during mining. 

A crushing plant is necessary to reduce the size of 
the material mined to that required for retort feed. The largest 
size pieces reaching the crusher set the minimum size of the 
crusher. In the general case, increased primary crusher size, 
which may mean the primary crushers will have considerable excess 
capacity, can be balanced against secondary blasting costs at 
the mine. If the mine run contains a high percentage of small 
material, it may be economical to bypass the small material 
around the crushers to minimize costly abrasion wear on crushing 
surfaces. The important items to be considered in the design 
of a crushing plant are the size of the mine run shale, the 
physical properties of the rock, and the retort feed size 
requirements. Crushing costs and the amount of fines decrease 
as maximum product size is increased. 

Crude shale oil is extracted from the oil shale rock 
during retorting by thermal decomposition of the organic con
stituent called kerogen. Increased maximum shale size is 
generally unfavorable for the Gas-Combustion Retort because of 
problems \-lith particle size segregation and gas-to-shale heat 
transfer. Larger shale sizes require increased bed height and 
result in yield losses due to overcracking because of the 
difficulty in retorting the center of large particles without 
excessive heating of the periphery. Gas-Combustion Retort 
studies have sho\tln that operability decreases when minus 1/4
inch particles are included in the feed (11). If a process 
for retorting minus 1/4-inch material is expensive compared to 
the Gas-Combustion process, there is an incentive to produce 
a retort feed that minimizes minus 1/4-inch material. The Oil 
Shale Corporation (TOSCO) is reported to have developed a process 
for retorting minus 1/2-inch oil shale particles. 
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FIGURE 3 

MINING-CRUSHING-RETORTING COMPLEX FOR PRODUCTION OF CRUDE SHALE OIL (16) 
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An optimization study on maximum retort feed size 
was made to guide Retort No.3 operations (18). From this 
study, it was concluded that minus 2- to minus 3-inch material 
is optimum feed if fines must 1,)e discarded. ~?inus 2-inch 
material is optimum if all the fines can be processed at a 
cost only slightly greater than that for the Gas-Combustion 
process. Increased crushing costs and fines processing costs 
prevented sizes less than minus 2 inches from being optimum, 
while yield loss and increased bed height costs were primarily 
responsible for sizes over minus 3 inches not being optimum. 

It is desirable to design and operate the Gas-Com
bustion Retort at high shale rates in order to minimize invest
ment in retort cross-sectional area. (Shale rate is defined 
as the shale mass velocity expressed in pounds per hour per 
square foot of retort cross-sectional area.) '~;hen shale rate 
is increased, the retorting yield is reduced. The lower yield 
is due to reduceu shale residence time at temperatures at which 
retorting can take place. 'l'his results primarily from the 
reduced maximum operable gas rate and, secondarily, the increased 
shale rate. If retorting yield is reduced and if a constant 
oil production basis is to be maintained, more shale must be 
mined and crushed, thus increasing mining and crushing costs per 
barrel of oil produced. The optimum conditions at which to 
design and operate a commercial retort are not obvious because 
of these interactions which affect mine run yield (barrels of 
oil produced per ton of shale mined) and product costs. 

Pipelining, refining of crude shale oil, and marketing 
were beyond the scope of tiLe Anvil Points program, and hence, 
have not been considered. ~hese will also interact with design 
of the shale oil producing complex. 

In a multifunctional complex, the interaction of one 
portion of the complex with the remaining parts must be care
fully considere~ to avoid the danger of suboptimizing a single 
component. A systems approach to examining the overall oil 
shale venture will be absolutely necessary, if suboptimization 
and the resulting overall system ineffiCiency are to be avoided. 

2 • Ivlining ( 2 ) 

a. Description of Operation 

During the period from 1945 to 1950, the U. S. 
Bureau of ~vlines carried out extensive research on oil shale 
mining using the room-and-pillar method (3). This \oJork pro
vided a firm basis from which to start the research carried 
out in the mining program. 

~1ining during Stage I \'1as limited to supplying 
small quanti ties of shale for Retort No. 1 and Retort l~o. 2 from 
the old U. S. Bureau of Hines 'Y'orkings. 
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During stage II, all research was continued in 
a new mine, located on i'iobil property to the west of the U. S. 
Bureau of Mines area. The reason for selecting the new location 
was that, at the time the plans were being made, there were 
serious reservations about the advisability of using the old 
workings for access purposes. (These old workings' provided'the 
only easy access to areas on government land large enough for 
the planned operation.) As a result, it vias decided to open up 
a ne\v portal and drive an adit 500 feet into virgin ground. 

The shale was mined from an i'J.rea where the 
l1ahogany Ledge is 76 feet thick, with an overburt:.en ranging 
between 400 and 600 feet thick. The !·':ahogany Ledge averaged 
29 gallons of oil per ton of shale over the full 76 foot height 
of the beds. 

The principal objectives of the mining program 
were to develop basic data for mine design and mining methods, 
and at the same time supply Retort No. 3 \·Iith shale. Nhen the 
research program was being laid out, it was judged that the 
room-and-pillar operation \'lould provide the most economic system 
of mining oil shale on the periphery of the Piceance Creek Basin, 
providing the research objectives were attaine~. Research and 
development was concentrated on pillar strength, roof stability, 
and on drilling and blastinq techniques. While research was 
underway, time study data were accurnulated for the purpose of 
producing reliable mining cost estimates (2l). However, it 
was deemed unwarranted to purchase additional equipment for the 
sole purpose of demonstrating attainable production levels, 
which are dependent to a large degree upon It'laterials handling 
capabilities. Costs for materials handling can be readily 
developed from experience in other operations using the latest 
and largest equipment • 

.i):lining was carried out on a room-and-pillar lay
out. The basic method was to first min~ out the top slice, 
40 feet high, leaving long rib pillars. The remaining 36 feet 
of the Mahogany Ledge was then mined out by a benching operation. 
The standard mining cycle was to drill a round, blast, load 
out the shale, then scale and roofbolt before drilling again. 

The proposed mining research program was not com
pleted within the time and funds allotted due to unexpected 
delays. The delays were caused by a roof fall during mine 
development and by rib spalling during the bencaing operation. 
Additional funding was not approved for an extension, and, as 
a result there are areas which will require further study before 
a major oil shale mining venture should be undertaken. 

b. Mine Layout Design 

The layout of the Stage II experimental mine at 
Anvil Points is shown on Figure 4. 
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(1) Pillar Design 

The original objective of the pillar 
research program was to study the strength of 40-foot square, 
76-foot high pillars, thereby obtaining an 80% extraction 
ratio from the full height of the 1.1ahogany Ledge within mining 
panels. Although it was not possible to accomplish this objec
tive, a certain amount of knowledge was gained on pillar behavior. 

The central rib pillar had only been exposed 
over its full 76-foot height on the west side, but there is 
every indication that the pillar is stable and it is possible 
that further bench mining would not significantly affect the 
condition of the pillar. 

Rib pillars were selected for design of 
the hypothetical mine used in the final cost study (7) because 
the evidence indicates that they would provide adequate support. 
Rib pillars have some advantages over square pillars. They 
provide better support for the roofstone and better control 
of ventilation. It \'ias also demonstrated that mining out cross
cuts from the rib pillars slowed down the mining cycle attained 
in the main headings. The principal reason for this was the 
extra scaling incurred on pillar corners. 

Room height did not have a significant effect 
on the strength of the rib pillars. Bench scale tests showed 
that at the height to width ratios in use, there ....,as no weaken
ing to a columnar effect. 

The rib pillars, as they stand under 1100 
to 1300 psi stress, are stable, even though severe surface 
spalling was evident during benching operations. The l'lultiple
Position Borehole Extensometer (MPBX) strain readings from the 
pillars showed that there was no creep at the existing stress 
levels. The convergence movement of the pillars was elastic 
and it took place only while mining was going on in the vicinity
of a pillar. No convergence was measured during periods of no 
mining, e.g. the period from August 10 through September 6, 
1967. 

A typical strain/time curve from one of the 
extensometers in Pillar 23D is shown on Figure 5. As can be 
seen, there were two periods of movement. The first occurred 
when the heading operation passed this part of the pillar in 
March and early April 1967. The second period was in late July 
when the benching operation in Room 3 was underway. Further 
convergence may also take place if Room 2 is benched out and if 
the crosscuts through the rib pillars are removed. The plot 
shows quite clearly that there was no plastic creep in the 
pillar during periods when there was no mining in the vicinity
of the instrument. This conclusion is confirmed by the results 
from the bench scale creep tests. 
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\ FIGURE 5 

PILLAR CONVERGENCE MEASUREMENTS FROM EXTENSOMETER (MPBX) NO. 6 IN PILLAR 
_ _ Con,vergerrc,e_in Inches Versus Time (2) 
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Bench scale work demonstrated that none 
of the specimens subjected to 6000 psi stress failed with time, 
whereas high oil content specimens, subjected to 8000 psi, 
failed through plastic creep (6). A good correlation was 
obtained between compressive strength and oil content in bench 
scale test work carried out on cores. Analysis of the results, 
using regression techniques, provided the following correlation: 

S = 3.576 X 104 - 9.57 X 102A + 9.72A2 - 28.9A(H/W) 

Where S = Ultimate compressive strength, psi 
A = Fischer Assay, gallons per ton 
H/W = Height to width ratio of test spec::.mc:'" 

This correlation had the following characteristics: 

• Correlation coefficient R = 0.836 

Standard deviation before correlation = 5813 psi 

• Standard error about correlation = 3291 psi 

Statistically, the parameters (H/N) and (H/trJ) 2 by themselves 
are not significant and were omitted from the correlation. The 
product A{H/vV) is significant. From the above equation, the 
ultimate compressive strength of 30 gallon per ton shale is 
calculated to be 14,000 psi. Results of the bench scale testing 
program indicate that pillar stress levels should be kept below 
3000 psi in areas where work is in progress. However, this 
figures has not been confirmed in the field. 

In summary, the pillars in the mine showed 
no sign of height problems, except from a scaling point of 
view. Hhen the benching operation started on the lower level, 
ribs in surrounding areas began spalling and considerable extra 
scaling became necessary. Examination showed this to be due 
to three factors. First, the ribs on the upper level were rough 
and had been exposed to blasting damage from the heading rounds. 
Secondly, additional pillar convergence at the lower horizon 
caused the roof to settle and transfer loads onto the surrounding 
pillars and ribs. It is possible that, in a large mine, the load 
transfer problem could become unmanageable and cause endless 
scaling in areas surrounding the working headings. Thirdly, 
reflected shock waves from the bench blasts caused fractures to 
develop in the surrounding ribs or caused existing fractures to 
deteriorate. 

(2) Room Design 

The U. S. Bureau of !lines had previously 
carried out excellent studies on roof stability in their test 
room in the selective mine (3). Their theoretical studies led 
to the conclusion that 60-foot spans of selected roofstone would 
stand safely. Work in the U. S. Bureau of llines Demonstration 
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f'line at Anvil Points confirmed this conclusion, provided the 
roofstone was not weakened by open joints. 

Based on these results, it was decided to 
use 60-foot wide rooms in the Stage II experimental mine. Sixty
foot rooms provide for adequate maneuverability of large mining 
equipment. Hider spans would reduce the safety factor and 
increase the possibility of a roof fall. NarrO~Ter spans would 
be restrictive on mining operations. Therefore, it was judged 
that fUrther research, wherein spans \"Tere varied, would have 
been costly and relatively unproductive and that most of the 
basic research should be carried out on pillar stability. 

However, considerable study tolaS performed 
on the behavior of 60-foot spans, concurrently with the pillar 
research program. Sag rods were installed in the roof through
out the new mine at the locations shown on Figure 4. I-lost of 
the stations were located in the center of the room span, 
opposite the center-line of a crosscut or proposed crosscut. 
The sag rods were used to measure opening of partings at various 
horizons in the roofstone. 

The conclusions arrived at from these sag
rod readings are: 

A single parting develops at a bedding plane approximately
21 inches above the roof line. 

A se~ies of partings develops at numerous horizons in the 
bedding planes between 10 and 15 feet above the roofline. 

The presence of this series of parting planes has been confirmed 
visually by boroscope observations in both the old U. S. Bureau 
of Mines workings and in the Stage II mine. A boroscope is a 
periscope with a lighting system which is used to observe the 
walls of a borehole drilled vertically up into the roof. 

The lm"er parting can create a dangerous 
condition if the 2l-inch slab is not pinned into position by 
roofbolts to prevent it breaking loose and falling. The weak
ening of this slab can ~e caused by a combination of jointing 
systems or by blasting. On December 26, 1966, a slab did peel 
off from this horizon in an unbolted area (22). The practice 
used at Anvil Points to prevent recurrences of this nature, was 
to install 6-foot roofbolts on 6-foot centers immediately 
following the working face. This preventive action appears 
adequate provided quality control 'is maintained on bolt installa
tion procedures. All sag rod readings showed the presence of 
this lower parting. They also demonstrated the effectiveness 
of the roofbolting in each locality. 

The series of partings in the 10- to 15
foot zone above the roofline could also be dangerous if joints 
severely weaken the usually competent lO-foot thick slab. The 
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total deflection of the 10-foot slab can be correlated to the 
size of the opening. It is apparent, from the sag rod readings, 
that spans across a 60-foot wide room, bounded by rib pillars, 
show relatively small deflections and that stabilization of the 
roof follows the working face within 60 to 70 feet. The move
ment of Station 23 in Room 3, which typifies the rapid stabili
zation of the roof is shown on Figure 6. 

The mining rooms had 50-foot roof spans
between the rib pillars. It is concluded that these spans are 
safe, except in areas where severe jointing weakens the roof
stone. The roofstone stabilized very rapidly as mining prog
ressed, except in areas where crosscuts connected rooms through 
the pillars. In all areas where crosscuts branch off, or where 
rooms have to be widened out for other reasons, it may be 
necessary to' install long bolts to stabilize the roof. It is 
recommended that, in any oil shale mine, spans greater than 60 
feet be monitored with extensometers until there are sufficient 
data for a reliable judgment to be made. The characteristics 
of the rock above the Mahogany Ledge may vary in different 
areas of the basin. Rockbolting requirements will have to be 
evaluated at each location. 

(3) Ventilation Requirements 

The design of an oil shale mine must take 
into account another major factor besides the basic strength 
characteristics of the rock. The Colorado State Mining Law 
requires 100 cfro air ['9r emploY'2e underground, 7S cfm per brake 
horsepower for all diesel equipment underground, and a minimum 
air velocity of 30 feet per minute in working areas. 

The three major problems in providing good
ventilation in a full-scale operation are: 

• Maintaining the required air velocity in working faces. 

Reducing the shale dust concentration. State and Federal 
Laws require that for dust with 10% free silica, such as 
oil shale, the threshold limit is 17 million particles 
per cubic foot of air (23, 24). 

Reducing the concentration of the diesel exhaust fumes. 
There would be more than 30,000 bhp of diesel engine 
capacity in an 84,000 TICD operation using front-end 
loaders and trucks for materials handling. 

Proper ventilation system design and equipment maintenance will 
be essential to ensure that these problems are kept under control. 

c. Drilling and Blasting Develoement 

Considerable effort went into developing a 
standard heading round which would pull consistently and at 
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F'IGURE 6 

ROOF SAG MEASUREMENTS FROM STATION NO. 23 IN ROOM 3 OPPOSITE RIB PILLARS 
Separations in Inches Versus Time (2) 
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the same time keep drilling and blasting costs to a m1n1mum (4). 
A round was developed which pulled 4000 tons of shale consis
tently from each blast. The purpose of developing such a large 
round was to reduce the number of working faces producing the 
84,000 T/eD of shale n~e~ed to feed a retort capacity
of approxima.tely 50,000 B/CD. Fe~'ler working faces 
result in reduced lost time spent moving equipment, fewer dust 
control problems, lower clean-up costs, and an increase in mine 
safety by speeding up the rate at which a given area can be 
mined out. Large heading rounds also reduce direct drilling
and blasting costs. 

Major cost reductions were attributed to the 
blasting techniques developed during Stage II. The improvements 
included the use of Ammonium Nitrate and Fuel Oil (ANFO) as a 
blasting agent, large rounds wi th larger diameter and fe\'ler 
blast holes, and high ANFO powdering rates. ANFO is an extremely
low cost blasting agent and the larger rounds with few holes 
substantially reduce the cost of primers and detonators. Experi
mental rotary drilling resulted in obtaining high penetration 
rates, averaging seven feet per minute, with four-inch diameter 
bits. The rotary drill, with large diameter bits, is ideal for 
drilling the long holes necessary for large rounds. Consider
able experience was also gained in the design of a rotary drill 
jumbo suitable for high face rounds (25). 

A comparison of the standard heading round 
developed during the Initial Program and the round developed 
previously by the U. S. Bureau of Nines is shown on Table 3. 
Briefly, technology was advanced ''':0 t:1.at about twice the tonnage 
could be pulled in about half the time. t·1i th the single-drill 
high-face jumbo used during Stage II there is a 95% probability
that the standard 4000 ton heading round can be drilled in less 
than 7 1/4 hours (21). This compares with the U. S. Bureau of 
Mines four-drill percussion jumbo \'Ihich drilled off a 2100 ton 
round in six hours (3). The drillability of oil shale increases 
with oil content, ranging from 4.5 feet per minute in lean shale 
up to 10 feet per minute in rich shale. The drilling pattern 
for a standard round is shown on Figure 7. The penetration rates 
vary from one row of holes to the next because the oil content 
of the shale beds changes considerably over the 40-foot height 
of the top slice. 

The bench drilling results are inconclusive 
because this portion of the program was not completed during 
Stage II. The work done before the termination of Stage II 
mining on September 15, 1967 was concentrated solely on drilling 
four-inch diameter vertical holes at various hole spacing. This 
preliminary work indicated that rotary drilling is ideal for 
drilling large diameter holes perpendicular to the bedding planes 
in oil shale. Time studies showed that penetration rates were 
approximately seven feet per minute. 
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TABLE 3 

SUMMARY OF MAJOR ADVANCES IN HEADING DRILLING AND BLASTING TECHNIQUES MADE DURING STAGE II 

Standard Rounds 
U. S. Bureau 
of Mines (3) Stage II 

Tonnage blasted per round 	 2100 tons 4000 tons 

28 . Number of blast holes per round 112 

Hole diameter 2 inches 4 inches 

Drilling penetration rates per drill(l) 20 inches/min 84 inches/min. 

Drill time per ton 0.69 min/ton 0.11 min/ton 

Powder Factor (pounds explosive per ton of shale 
broken) 0.50 Ib/ton 0.56 Ib/ton 

Type of explosive 45% semi-gelatin ANFO prills 

Purchase price of explosive (1967) >$0.20/1b <$0.05/1b 

Number of electric detonating caps per round 112 28 

Time to powder round (2 men) 7 hrs 45 mins 3 hrs 50 mins 

(1) The 	U. S. Bureau of Mines carried out some preliminary experimental rotary drilling and 
obtained penetration rates up to 75 inches per minute drilling 1 5/S-inch diameter holes. 

w ..... GRHaworth 
11/67 
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FIGURE 7 

DRILLING DIAGRM1 - STANDARD HEADING ROUND 
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d. Truck Loading and Hauling 

For economical materials handling during the short 
project at Anvil Points, a 40-ton truck was rented for hauling 
shale down the mine road to the crushing plant, and U. S. Bureau 
of l·7ines 20-ton Darts were used for hauling from the mine to the 
dump. To load the trucks, two types of loaders were used: a 
Caterpillar 966 B Traxcavator three-yard front-end rubber 
tired loader and a Koehring 505 Skooper which is a tracked 
loader with 3 2/3- and 6 2/3-yard interchangeable buckets. It 
was concluded that the rubber tired loader would result in the 
lowest operating costs (26). 

Although loading and hauling are major cost items, 
it was judged that purchase or rental of full sized 10- or 15
yard loaders and 80- to 100-ton trucks could not be justified 
for the Anvil Points operation. Materials handling is a routine 
operation, and materials handling costs can be accurately esti 
mated by a reliable consultant or contractor and brought up-to
date with the latest equipment size and design. 

However, loading operations at Anvil Points were 
time studied and records were kept on maintenance, tire life, 
etc. These data were projected for estimating production 
capacity and costs on larger units. Adjustment to these costs 
would be necessary for various properties and various loading
and transportation combinations. 

e. Nine Services 

Based on the mining experience during Stage II, 
these general conclusions have been drawn regarding provision
of mine services: 

, 	 Truck loading equipment, e.g., front-ent loaders, and 
scaling equipment should be provided with water sprinkler8, 
and all roads need either a binder or frequent wetting. 
Loading and scaling are the principal sources of airborne 
dust, which is cletrimcntal to t~1e neo.l til of the 
rn.iners. Thia assumes that all drilling will be done 
\'let. 

Good diesel maintenance is essential, otherwise diesel 
exhaust fumes become a problem underground. A scrubber 
is ineffective unless the diesel engine has a clean air 
intake filter and the correct valve settings. 

All equipment should be mobile and independently po·tered. 
Lighting, compressors, water supply tanks, etc. should be 
installed on the mobile equipment wherever required. 
Working faces advance so fast, and blasting rounds are so 
large, that any permanent installations in the mining 
panels quickly become too remote or get damaged. 
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• 	 Adequate standby equipment is essential if production 
schedules are to be maintained in a full-scale operation. 
Service and repair personnel must have service trucks for 
transportation, fuel and lubrication trucks, mobile cranes, 
and even mobile shops if they are to cover a large opera
tion involving numerous working headings. 

f. Future Work 

Before committing funds to a major oil shale 
mining project, further research on blasting techniques and the 
manner in which pillars come under load should be undertaken to 
alleviate the excessive rib spalling which occurred during the 
benching operation (5). Until a satisfactory solution has been 
obtained, the economic feasibility of large scale room-and
pillar mining will still be in doubt. Also, the ultimate strength 
of full-scale pillars should be determined so that the shale 
recovery estimates may be more accurately defined. 

3. Crushing (8) 

The crushing research program carried out during 
Stage II provided basic design data and crushing tests, where 
possible, for two types of primary crushers and three types of 
secondary crushers. Equipment has been sized for an 84,000 
TICD crushing plant. Major results and conclusions from this 
research work are summarized below. 

a. Description of Crushing Plant 

The most probable configuration for an oil shale 
crushing plant will be primary crushers, to reduce run of mine 
material to a suitable size for secondary crusher feed, and 
secondary crushers to prepare the retort feed size. Tertiary
crushers will not be required with the retort feed sizes cur
rently considered. The crushing plant must have a high mechani
cal reliability to supply the continuous shale feed to the 
retorts. 

Mine run size determines the design of a primary 
crushing station. The size distribution for typical run of mine 
oil shale is shown on Figure 8. The largest size pieces
reaching the crusher set the minimum size for the crusher. 

Oil shale has physical properties which have a 
Significant effect· on the crushing plant design (27). The 
rock is a sedimentary deposit composed of a laminar mixture of 
organic material, called kerogen, and inorganic material. 
Adjacent laminations may have considerably different ratios of 
inorganic to organic material. The physical properties in the 
direction perpendicular to the laminations differ from those in 
the direction parallel to the laminations, and the differences 
generally become greater with increasing shale richness. This 
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difference in properties with orientation must be considered in 
the crushing plant design. Because shale fractures along the 
laminations to form slabs when crushed, it is desirable to use 
crushers which provide size control in two dimensions to mini
mize the size of slabs. 

Oil shale is somewhat elastic, which can be a 
significant problem for those types of primary crushers which 
use pure compression as the breaking mechanism. Also, richer 
pieces of shale tend to be "slippery" and crushers must use a 
small nip angle to keep the rock from being forced out of tile 
crushing chamber. 

Oil shale is considered an abrasive material. 
About 10 wt % of the oil shale is free silica, mainly in the 
form of quartz and opal (28). Crushing surfaces and solids 
handling equipment exposed to shale abrasion must be protected 
against erosion {29}. 

An optimization study on maximum retort feed 
size was made to guide Retort No.3 operations (18). From 
this study, it was concluded that minus 2- to minus 3-inch 
material is optimum if fines must be discarded, and minus 2
inch material is optimum if all the fines can be processed at 
a cost only slightly greater than that for the Gas-Combustion 
process. Increased crushing and fines processing costs pre
vented sizes less than minus 2-inches from being optimum, while 
yield loss and increased bed height costs were primarily 
responsib1.e for sizes over minus 3-inches not being optimum. 

b. Primary Crushin9 

The crushers generally considered for primary
reduction are the jaw, gyratory, single roll and occasionally
the double roll and hammer mill (30, 31). Of these five types, 
the single roll and gyratory best meet the requirements of 
ability to handle large pieces, high capacity, and ability to 
minimize production of large slabs. Careful selection of a 
primary crusher is necessary because probably only two primary 
crushers will be required for an 84,000 T/eD crushing plant1 
therefore, mechanical reliability and the ability to readily 
crush large pieces of oil shale are required to insure retort 
feed supply. 

A large-scale test was carried out \'d th a 36
inch diameter by 60-inch wide tooth-type single roll crusher 
in which 200 tons of nominal plus 6-inch mine run oil shale was 
crushed (9). The crusher operation was completely satisfactory 
with the test feed. Maximum capacity of the crusher with the 
test feed was estimated at 1100 T/H, and 0.28 hp-hr of energy 
were required per ton crushed. Slightly over 2% of minus 1/4
inch material was in the minus 8-inch primary crusher product. 
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No location with a suitable gyratory crusher could 
be found to test a primary gyratory. 

The single roll crusher is the only machine 
Eroved able to crush mine run oil shale by a large-scale test, 
ut no wear or mechanical reliability data have been obtained. 

Although Nordberg Hanufacturing Co. claims that a gyratory 
crusher can be designed to crush oil shale, a gyratory may not 
work (32). No wear or mechanical reliability data for oil shale 
have been obtained for gyratory crushers. 

It is most likely that the choice between a 
gyratory and single roll crusher will be based on engineering 
judgment, as the large capacity and cost of the machines prohibit 
the type of test setup needed to obtain the required data. 

c. Secondary Crushing 

The purpose of secondary crushers is to reduce 
the primary crusher product to acceptable retort feed size. 
Three types of secondary crushers were considered in the research 
program. These were a tooth-type double roll crusher recommended 
by Allis-Chalmers and I"lcLanahan Corporation, a single-cage 
disintegrator recommended by Stp.IT.n.n Foundry and f'lachine Company, 
Inc. and a cone crusher recommended by Nordberg Manufacturing Co. 
Although a hammer mill also can be used for secondary reduction, 
the U. S. Bureau of Hines experience (33) indicated that a 
relatively large amount of small size material is produced for 
a given maximum size and that crushing energy requirements 
are high. Since these results were not compatible with the 
objectives of the crUShing research program, hammer mills were 
not considered. Pure compression produces the least fines for 
a given maximum size while pure impaction produces the most 
fines. 

Lnough test data and wear information were 
accumulated during the crushing research program to make an 
optimization study to choose a secondary crusher, with the 
result that the cone crusher appears to be the most economic (10). 

Product size distributions, capacity, power and 
wear data were obtained with a 25-inch diameter by 25-inch wide 
tooth-type double roll secondary crusher loaned to Anvil Points 
by Allis-Chalmers. Fourteen months of operation with the double 
roll crusher proved that it is a feasible machine for secondary 
crushing. Closed circuit crushing to prepare minus 2 1/2-inch 
product with the particular tooth configuration installed pro
duced a product with 4% passing 1/4-inch and 16% passing l-inch. 
About 0.45 hp-hr of energy are required per ton crushed. Haxi
mum choked-fed capacity was established at 26 T/H with a 1 1/2
inch roll to roll setting and open circuit operation. 

I1cLanahan Corporation performed small-scale 
crushing tests in a laboratory 24-inch diameter by 6-inch wide 
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tooth-type double roll crusher. Only product size distribution 
data were obtained. The general shape of tlle product size 
distribution curve \-las the same as for the product from the 
Allis-Chalmers crusher, although slightly less material was 
produced in the small end of the size range for any given pro
duct. This reduction in fine material is probably due to the 
difference in peripheral speed and tooth configuration between 
the two crushers. 

Small-scale secondary crusher test work was 
performed DY Stedman Foundry and I-lachine Company, Inc, with a 
30-incn single-cage disintegrator. The disintegrator is an 
impact crusher. Product size distribution anG. pO';ler data '\vere 
obtained from the test work. Closed circuit operation with a 
disintegrator for a minus 2 1/2-inch product would produce an 
estimated 9% of minus 1/4-inch material, \'lith about 0.45 hp-hr 
of energy require6 per ton crushed. 

No test location which had suitable facilities 
to determine product size distribution, capacity, and power 
was found to test a standard cone crusher. f!orclberg ".:anufactur
ing Co. does have a cone crusher operating \vith oil shale, and 
they supplied product size distributions and \'rear data from 
that installation. Product size distributions were essentially 
the same as for the uouble roll crusher. 

d. 	 Basis For Recomrnen6ation of Plant Layout For 
Single Roll-Cone Crushing System 

A cost estimate based. on the data obtained during 
the crushing research program has been made for a plant to pro
duce 84,000 T/CD of minus 2 1/2-inch product (8, 10). 

Two single roll crushers were used in an under
ground crushing station for the design. Single roll crushers 
were chosen because they have been successfully demonstrated 
and there is a possibility that gyratory crusllers may not work. 
Primary crusher product 't'Tas conveyed to two underground storage 
bins which had a total capacity of one day's production, or 
84,000 tons. Underground storage was used because it \-!as con
siderably less expensive than above-groun6 Din storage. 

Six standard cone crushers were used for final 
reduction. Cone crushers were chosen based on the results 
from the secondary crusher optimization study. l'iaintenance of 
double roll crushers was too expensive, even using an optimistic 
wear rate. The labor and downtime required to replace tooth 
and roll hard-facing resulted in high maintenance cost. 
Secondary crushing cost with a single-cage disintegrator was 
estimated to be slightly more expensive than with a cone crusher, 
but costs for tne 6isintegrator are not firm because wear data 
are not based on actual oil shale crushing experience. 
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After final crushing, the minus 2 1/2-inch product 
was conveyed dovmhill to a screen1ng plant where single deck 
screens were used to prepare minus 1/4-inch, 1/4- to I-inch, 
and 1- to 2 1/2-inch products. The most probable size dis
tribution for a commercial crushing plant which utilizes closed 
circuit operation of the secondary crushers is shown on 
Figure 9. About 0.5 hp-hr of energy for crushing will be 
required for each ton of product. 

e. Future Hork 

Several areas exist where additional crushing
research could prove useful. 

A large-scale test on a primary gyratory would determine 
if a gyratory could be used feasibly as a primary crusher 
for oil shale. ~~ optimization study to choose a primary 
crusher could then be made. 

• 	 Long-term operation of a cone crusher for secondary re

duction would be useful to confirm product size distri 

butions, operability, and wear data. 


If there is no incentive to maximize the amount of large 
material in the product size range, further research with 
the single-cage disintegrator may prove it to be the optimum 
secondary crusher. 

Finally, investment in the mine-to-retort transportation 
system and intermediate storage facilities can add from 
50% to 125% to the investment in crushing and screening 
facilities. Studies to define the value of high overall 
crushing plant service factor and to optimize the trans
portation and storage facilities ltd th regard to service 
factor and actual site topography should prove valuable. 

4. Retorting (11) 

The function of the retorting process in an oil shale 
complex is to recover oil from the shale which has been pre
viously mined and crushed. The efficiency with which this 
objective is carried out can have major influence on the cost 
of oil production. Loss of yield in retorting not only creates 
higher costs in retorting itself but also causes higher mining 
and crushing costs, since more shale must be proQuced and 
processed to achieve oil production goals. 

The amount of shale which must be mined, crushed, and 
retorted by the integrated facility to achieve a fixed pro
duction of shale oil is governed by the following factors: 

Fischer Assay of the shale charged to retorting. 

Retorting yield as volume percent of Fischer Assay. 
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FIGURE 9 


PREDICTED SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR A MINUS 2 1/2-INCH PRODUCT FROM A,COMMERCIAL CRUSHING PLANT (8) 
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• 	 The percentage of shale mined and crushed ultimately 

charged to retorting. 


From the standpoint of overall mining and crushing costs it 
is desirable to charge rich shale to retorting. It is also 
desirable to produce maximum Fischer Assay yield. These t\lO 
factors determine the retorting yield as gallons per ton of 
raw shale charged. 

Research conducted during Stage I and Stage II of 
the program provided a better understanding of Gas-combustion 
Retorting. Results of this work and major conclusions derived 
from it are summarized in this section. This effort was divided 
into two major areas: 

P~tort pilot plant experimentation. 

• 	 Hechanical model sinulation. 

During Stage I and early Stage II this '!lork 'I.'1as in parallel, 
with much interaction, and culminated with the establishment 
of the design principles for Retort No.3, the largest process
unit at the Research Center. 

a. 	 Process Studies 

(1) 	 Description of Gas-Combustion Retorting
Process and Pilot Retorts 

The Gas-Combustion Letorting proce~s is 
characterized by continuous gravity flow of shale, direct gas
to-solids heat exchange, and heat supply by internal combustion. 
The essentials of the process are illustrated on Figure 10. The 
retort is a vertical, refractory-lined snaft equipped with 
shale- and gas-handling devices. For explantion, it is con
venient to divide the retort into four functional zones, although 
there is no physical separation between these zones. 

Crushed and sized shale moves downward as 
a compact bed through the retort vessel, passing through the 
product cooling zone where the solid particles are heated almost 
to retorting temperature by the rising gases from the retorting 
zone. The shale then passes downward into the retorting zone 
where the organic matter contained is decomposed by heat to 
liberate oil vapor and gas. A carbonaceous residue from this 
reaction remains in the retorted shale particles. The retorted 
shale next proceeds to the combustion zone, where the sustaining 
heat for the process is produced by burning the organic residue 
on the shale plus a part of the product gas which is returned 
to the system. From this hot zone, the shale moves dovlD through 
the heat recovery zone \-There its heat is transferred to the 
rising stream of recycle gas. The cooled, spent shale is dis
charged from the retort mechanically at a controlled rate, which 
governs the retort throughput. 
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FIGURE 10 
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Recycle gas is injected at the bottom of 
the vessel and rises through the spent shale in the heat recovery 
zone. In effect, this zone is a simple countercurrent, gas
to-solids heat exchanger. An air distributor device is located 
near the center of the retort \'1here air is injected. The air 
is heated quickly by the hot spent shale; reaction of the 
oxygen with combustibles produces a hot flue gas. The hot flue 
and recycle gases rise in contact \'lith the descending raw shale 
in the retorting zone, and heat the solids to effect thermal 
decomposition of the kerogen in the shale. The liberated 
gases and oil vapors, blended with the upward rising gas stream, 
are cooled by the entering raw shale. In the product cooling 
zone, the gas stream is cooled below the de't'l point of the oil, 
which then condenses as a fine mist or fog and is carried out 
of the top of the retort. Both the retorting and product cooling 
zones are, in effect, countercurrent gas-to-solids heat exchanger~ 
However, their function is complicated by retorting reactions 
and by oil condensation. 

The overhead stream from the retort passes 
first through oil-mist separators to recover the shale oil. 
The oil-lean gas then flows through a blower and is divided 
into two streams. One part (recycle gas) enters the bottom of 
the retort, and the remainder (net product gas) is vented from 
the system. 

Another feature of the process, practiced 
extensively by the U. S. Bureau of ,Hines, is the addition of 
dilution gas (either recycle gas or some material produced 
externally, such as flue gas) to the air stream entering the 
retort. This stream may be added for the purpose of decreasing 
burning rates in the combustion zone, thereby decreasing rnaxL:V.lt1 
localized temperatures. During the research program, dilution 
gas was used infrequently and only in very special circumstances. 

A typical material balance and pertinent 
temperatures for the process are shown in Table 4. 

TABLE 4 

TYPICAL GAS-COr-mUSTION RETORT MATLRIAL QUANTITIES lU~D TENPERATURES (11) 

Neight, Volume, Temperature, 
Pounds SCF/Ton F 

Naterial in: 
Raw Shale 2,000 60 
Recycle Gas 1,030 13,500 200 
Air 344 4,500 150 

Total 3,374 
I1flaterial out: 

Spent Shale 1,607 400 
Recycle Gas 1,030 13,500 135 
Product Gas 535 6,980 135 
Liquid Product 202 135 

Total 3,374 
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Three pi lot retorts ''lere used during the 
research program at Anvil Points. The first and smallest of 
these, Retort No.1, is a cylindrical 20-inch diameter vertical 
shaft of stainless steel construction (Figure 11). The second, 
Retort No.2, is a rectangular, refractory-lined vessel with 
inside dimensions of 28 by 48 inches (ca. 10 square feet cross
sectional area) (Figure 12). The third and largest of the pilot 
units used was Retort No.3, which is a refractory-lined vessel 
of rectangular dimensions, 6 by 10 feet. Figure 13 shows the 
configuration during Runs C1027 and C1028. Further details 
regarding design and construction of this equipment are pre
sented in the Technical Management Summary regarding mechanical 
engineering (1). 

Retort No. 1 was used primarily for explora
tory studies to determine the approximate operating boundary 
conditions for the process, to establish and confirm experi
mental procedures, and to investigate the effect of various 
modifications to the process. 

Retort l~o. 2 was employed to define the 
effects of process variables on retorting yields and oper
ability. The effects of various mechanical design factors on 
the process were also determined in this unit. Guidance 
developed in these retorting studies, together with mechanical 
model and economic studies, was utilized to determine the 
mechanical design and process conditions to be demonstrated in 
Retort No.3. 

Retort No. 3 was originally intended as a 
demonstration unit, to be used as a facility to demonstrate 
the scalability of the Gas-Combustion process with regard to 
mechanical design, process conditions, and yields. Operating 
difficulties with some shale sizes later led to its use for 
further exploration of mechanical design and process factors 
in attempts to improve the operation. 

A schematic diagram showing the historical 
sequence of retort process studies is presented in Appendix 3. 

(2) Performance of the Gas-Combustion Retort 

The limits of operability for the Gas
Combustion process are imposed by formation of massive clinkers 
(aggregates of fused shale particles) at the air distributor, 
which interfere with shale and gas flow, ultimately leading to 
shutdown of the operation. These clinkers are formed by a 
rather complicated series of events, which occur in the upper 
section of the retort and involve oil impacted from mist in 
the gas, dust produced from decrepitation of shale, and larger 
shale particles. This failure mechanisnl is influenced by both 
process and mechanical design factors; therefore, obtaining 
good operability depends upon proper selection of the process 
variables and retort mechanical configuration. 
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FIGURE 11 

RETORT NO. 1 - ISOMETRIC VIm-'¥' (1) 
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FIGURE 12 
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FIGURE 13 


RETORT NO. 3 - CONFIGURl~TION FOR RUi~S C1027 AND C1028 
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Performance as measured by oil yield is also 
responsive to the process variables and mechanical design. In 
general, directional changes, which generate higher yielas, 
cause a relative decrease in operability. Therefore, performance 
of the process represents a compromise between operability and 
yield. 

(a) Demonstration Runs During Stage I 

One of the objectives of the Stage I 
research program was to determine retorting feasibility in 
small-scale pilot units. Therefore, in order to develop con

stration period during Run 454, conducted in January 1965, 

fidence in the process, demonstration runs 
Retorts No.1 and No.2. Results of these 

were conduct-.'d in lloth 
runs are summarized 

below. 

(i) Retort No.1 

Results from a five-day demon
are 

presented on Table 5. This demonstration was conducted at 
500 lb/(hr) (ft2) shale rate on 1/4- to 3/4-inch shale averaging 
26.8 gal/T Fischer Assay. The other process conditions selected 
had been developed in prior exploratory studies. The operation 
during this period was entirely stable as evidenced by the 
relatively good reproducibility of results. Very high yields
(92.9%) were obtained. Material and component balances were 
very close to 100%, indicating that the yield estimate was 
accurate. Offgas temperatures and bed pressure drops were very 
stable, also indicating a very good operation. 

This operation was accomplished 
at a shale rate nearly twice as high as that employed by the 
U. S. Bureau of l-1ines in Retort No.1. The only significant 
change from the internal hard1:.,are used by the Bureau of l'-Unes 
was in the air distributor. The Bureau of r'lines had employed 
a centrally located lirocket" type distributor, which constricted 
retort area by about 10% at the air inlet (14). Prior explora
tory work \·Ii th this distributor had indicated that it was not 
conducive to operation at high shale rates. Therefore, it was 
replaced with a distributor which allowed most of the distribu
tion points to be located at the periphery of the retort and 
thereby minimized the constriction of the retort cross-sectional 
area. This change apparently was responsible for the excellent 
results achieved in Run 454. Details of the operation during 
Run 454 are presented in a Technical l1emorandum (12). 

(ii) Retort No.2 

Results from a 14-day demonstration 
run (B817) conducted during February 1966 are also presented 
in Table 5. This demonstration was conducted at 500 lb/(hr) (ft2) 
shale rate on 3/4- to 1 1/2-inch shale averaging 29.1 gal/T 
Fischer Assay. Other process conditions employed were those 
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TABLE 


STAGE I DEHONSTRATION RUNS (11) 


Run Number 
Run Duration, days 
Nominal Shale Size Range, inches 

Process Conditions 
Shale Rate, 1b!(hr) (ft2) 
Air Rate, SCFIT 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCFIT 
Fischer Assay, ga11t 
Bed Height Above Air Distributor, feet 
Bed Height Below Air Distributor, feet 

Oeerating Data 
Offgas Temperature, F 
Spent Shale Temperature, F 
Average Pressure Drop, inches 1I20/ft 

Products Recovered 
Oil Yield, vol % Fischer Assay 
Dry Gas, SCFIT 
water Produced, 1blton 

Mineral C02 D~composition, %. 

Spent ~~~ Properties 
Fischer Assay, gal/ton 
Organic Carbon, wt % 

Retort No. 1 

454 
5 

1/4 to 3/4 

495 

4,960 


12,290 

26.8 

5 
5.5 

121 
245 

1.09 

92.9 
6,660 


73 


42.8 

0.0 
1.6 

Retort • 2 

B817 
14 

3/4 to 1 1/2 

500 

4,250 


15,000 

29.1 

9 
5.5 

132 
245 

0.85 

88.3 
5,530 


67 


33.0 

0.0 
2.2 

JELawson 
12/1/67 
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found in prior exploratory studies to maximize yields on this 
particular shale size. Excellent operability was achieved. 
The gas rates employed were con~idered to be optimum for long
term processing of this shale fraction. Somewhat higher gas 
rates had been used during the earlier parts of the operation, 
but erratic behavior of pressure gradients in the retort indi
cated that the operation was becoming unstable. Therefore, 
gas rates were reduced, and those finally employed are con
sidered about the maximum a11o,,qab1e for this shale rate and 
shale size. At the completion of this run, the retort internals 
were in excellent condition. 

During exploratory studies leading 
up to this demonstration run, several significant changes in 
retort internals from those employed by the U. S. Bureau of 
l·iines had been found necessary or desirable. These are listed 
below: 

The air distributor was changed from a horizontal type, 
which restricted retort cross-sectional area at the air 
inlet by about 20%, to a riser type, which restricted 
retort cross section at the air inlet by only 2%. This 
reduced the accumulation of dust above the air distributor. 

The tapered walls employed by the Bureau of Mines in the 
retort section above the air distributor were replaced with 
straight-sided walls to minimize constriction of area and 
gas velocities at the top of the shale bed. 

The retort section above the air distributor was lined 
with stainless steel. 

The first two changes are con
sidered to be the most significant factors in the improvement in 
results achieved. The liner, which was installed to improve
shale flow in the upper section of the retort, was considered 
"insurance ll rather than a necessary factor in the operation. 

The yields (88.3%) obtained 
during this run were not as high as those obtained in RUn 454 
because of the larger shale particle size. i~ateria1 balances 
and special analytical stUdies made during the course of the 
run lend confidence to the yield estimate. Details of Run B817 
have been reported in a Technical r,lemorandum (13). 

(b) Operations During Stage II 

Based on the encouraging results from 
Stage I, particularly Run B817, Stage II of the program was 
initiated to demonstrate scale-up of the process to a larger 
pilot retort. During reconstruction of Retort Ho. 3~ short 
demonstration runs were conducted on Retort No. 2 using three 
shale sizes, 1/4- to 1-inch, 1- to 2 1/2-inch, and 1/4- to 2 1/2
inch, to provide data for later comparison with Retort No. 3 



operation. These three sizes appearea to be the most attractive 
based on economic studies (18). The two fraction system was 
more attractive than the single fraction wide range. Details 
of these demonstration runs were reported in a Technical Hemo
randum (34). A comparison of the results obtained with each 
of the shale sizes on Retorts No. 2 and Ho. 3 is presented in 
the following sections. 

(i) 	 Performance With 1- to 2 1/2-Inch 
Shale 

This fraction comprises 83% of 
mine run shale ground to minus 2 1/2 inch, based on the best 
estimate of commercial crusher product size distribution (8) 
and screen analyses of the shale actually charged to retorting. 

A comparison of the performance 
of Retorts No. 2 and No. 3 on 1- to 2 1/2-inch shale is presented 
in Table 6. The Retort No. 2 operation was accomplished with 
essentially the same retort internals as was used in Run B817, 
with two exceptions. The air distributor used employed four 
risers, rather than eight, to promote shale flow at the expense
of air distribution. In addition, bed height below the air 
distributor was increased by one foot. A process change involv
illg an early increase in air rate to minimize oil in the spent 
shale was necessary; however, subsequent to that time the oper
ability and yields ~lere considered good. HO~lever, there were 
indications that gas rates employed were near the limit of 
operability. 

Retort No. 3 operations were 
initiated on 1- to 2 1/2-inch shale on November 15, 1966. 
Earlier experience indicated that large shale provided more 
stable operation and thus would provide the most freedom from 
process problems during mechanical shakedown of the retort. 
Prior to startup, the retort had been reconstructed in accordance 
with the guidance developed during the retorting program of Stage 
I and in accordance with principles of gas and shale flow 
developed in mechanical model studies. 

Initial operations with this shale 
size in Retort No. 3 included Runs C988 (12 days) and C990 
(15 days). These runs were fairly stable and operability was 
considered good in view of the mechanical difficulties which 
were encountered during the shakedown period. However, erratic 
behavior of pressure drops indicated that gas rates employe6 
in Run C988 might be excessive, even though they were essentially 
the same as those used in Retort No. 2 operation. Both of 
these runs were terminated rather abruptly by formation of 
clinkers at the air distributors, which were later attributed 
to causative factors. A malfunction of an instrument caused 
excessive gas rates to be employed for a short period in one 
case (Run C988), while, in the other (Run C990), accumulated 
raw shale fines were inadvertently drawn from the bottom of the 
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TABLE 6 

STAGE II OPERATIONS WITH 1- TO 2 1/2-INCH SHALE (11) 

Retort No. 2 Retort No. 3 
Run· No. __l!9_~~..__ C988 C990 CI0~7 CI028 
Duration, days 5 12 15 5 5 

Process Conditions 
Shale Rate, Ib/<hr) (ft2) 402 394 387 400 497 
Air Rate, SCF/T 4,650 4,480 4,650 4,600 4,700 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T 15,100 15,100 14,800 14,500 12,700 
Fischer Assay, gal/T 27.4 25.4 25.9 25.5 25.3 
Bed Height Above Air Dist., ft 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 
Bed Height Below Air Dist., ft 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 

0eerating Data 
Offgas Temperature, F 136 137 136 141 141 
Spent Shale Temperature, F 270 302 376 375 389 
Average Retort .6P, In. H20/ft 0.44 0.45 0.36 0.42 0.51 

Products Recovered 
Oil Yield, vol % Fischer Assay 88.1 86.8 87.2 86.6 83.4 
Dry Gas, SCF/T 6,100 5,800 6,000 6,050 6,080 
Water Produced, Ib/T 65 76 72 

Mineral C02 Decomposed, % 35.1 35.2 26.8 38.3 32.7 

Spent Shale Properties 
Fischer Assay, gal/T 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.0 
Organic Carbon, wt % 1.95 2.50 2.64 2.14 2.09 

Comparison of Predicted and 
Actual Yields 

Actual yields 88.1 86.8 87.2 86.6 83.4 
Predicted Yields(l) 87.7 86.8 86.0 85.9 81.9 

U1 Difference 0:4 0.0 1.2 -0:7 l.5 
N 

(l)Based on regression analysis of Retort No.2 data 

JELawson 
12/1/67 



storaqe bin and charged to the retort. However, these failures 
indicated an undesirable lack of stability in the process. 

Subsequent to some attempted
operations on 1/4- to I-inch and 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch shale, a 
final evaluation run of a total of ten days' duration on 1- to 
2 1/2-inch shale was made. During this period Runs Cl027 at 
400 lb/(hr} (ft2) shale rate and Cl028 at 500 lb/(hr) (ft2) shale 
rate were accomplished. Earlier attempts to operate at 500 lb/ 
(hr) (ft2) shale rate had met with almost immediate failure. A 
yoked 36 riser air distributor was used for all of the operations 
with 1- to 2 1/2-inch shale. Prior to Run Cl027, two changes 
in retort configuration had been made. One was the installa
tion of a stainless steel liner, and the other was relocation 
of recycle distributors to provide a symmetrical arrangement
with the air distributor headers. The latter change improved 
uniformity of shale flow through the retort (15). These 
changes are shown on Figure 13. Gas rates utilized in Run Cl027 
were also slightly lower than those used in Run C988 and in 
Retort No.2. The operability during Runs Cl027 and Cl028 was 
considered very good, and the process was particularly impressive 
in its ability to survive major upsets. It was concluded that 
the changes in retort configuration mentioned above were signifi 
cant improvements to the process and that slightly lower limit
ing gas rates were encountered in Retort No. 3 than in Retort 
No.2. Probably the most significant improvement l:vas obtained 
by relocation of the recycle distributors. 

Comparison of the data in Table 6 
leads to the conclusion that the process performance with this 
shale size is essentially the same in I~etort No. 3 as it was 
in Retort No.2. The slightly lower yields obtained in Retort 
No. 3 are related to the lower Fischer Assay of the raw shale 
and lower gas rates. The lower yields were consistent with 
those predicted by a yield regression equation developed from 
Retort No. 2 data. Differences in other measurements may also 
be explained by the differences in gas rates. Further details 
of these operations may be found in a Technical tiemorandum (35). 

(ii) 	Performance lVith 1/4- to l-Inch 
Shale 

This fraction comprises 12% of 
mine run shale ground to minus 2 1/2 inch, based on the best 
estimate of commercial crusher product size distribution (8) 
and screen analyses of shale actually charged to retorting. 

Satisfactory operation of Retort 
No. 2 with 1/4- to I-inch shale \-'as achieved after some dif
ficulty. The retort configuration used was essentially the 
same as that used in Run B817; however, to achieve satisfactory 
operation, the following process changes relative to the other 
shale fractions were found necessary. 
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A new startup procedure was designed. 

Lower total gas rates than used on the other shale sizes 
were employed. 

• 	 Illanual, or constant speed, shale cirawoff was utilized 
rather than automatic, because of the exaggerated response 
of the Retort No. 2 shale flow control system. 

After the above changes were implemented, operations in Retort 
No. 2 on this size shale were considered good. Yields averaging 
90.2% Fischer Assay at 500 lb/(hr) (ft2) shale rate were achieved 
in Run B969 (34). 

Operation \,dth 1/4-· to l-inc: 
shale in Retort No. 3 also proved difficult. However, after 
extensive experimental work, a yield of 88.8% Fischer Assay 
was achieved at a shale rate of 300 lb/(hr) (ft2). 

Attempted operation of Retort 
No. 3 with 1/4- to l-inch shale was initiated using a 54 riser 
air distributor, ratiler than the 36 riser type used with the 
large shale. A number of process and mechanical modifications 
were made, none of which was sufficient to provide satisfactory 
operability. 

A task force was then formed by 
Mobil Oil Corporation to investigate the Retort No. 3 operability 
problem. This task force, operating on the theory that shale 
agglomerates (resulting in clinkers) would be formed by the 
process and that every effort should be made to facilitate their 
passage through the hardware, made the following recommendations 
(36) : 

Use an inert bed for startup to permit heat accumulation 
to occur before charging shale. 

Use dilution gas and air preheat to reduce localized 
combustion zone temperatures by r~ducing oxygen conC(:::11
tration. 

Use open and streamlined air distributors to minimize 
hardware restrictions. 

Install a roll feeder spent shale dra\Joff to crush and 
remove agglomerates which pass through the hardware. 

These recommendations were implemented early in Hay 1967, along 
with the following two additional modifications: 

Reorientation of the air headers on an axis perpendicular 
to the direction of the recycle gas headers. 

Installation of baffles over the recycle gas outlet holes to 
break up the gas jet to alleviate shale particle attrition. 



These modifications proved successful in achieving operability 
on 1/4- to I-inch shale in Retort Ho. 3. A new startup procedure, 
using shale, was subsequently devised which eliminated the 
inherent disadvantages of a separate inert bed. Two periods of 
extended and good operation ''1ere achieved using dilution gas 
and air preheat at a shale rate of 300 lb/(hr) (ft2). However, 
the oil yield was lower than expected; the average maximum 
yield was 84 vol ~ Fischer Assay. 

It was judged that the causative 
factor for the lower yields was the incomplete air distribution 
for 1/4- to I-inch shale inherent in the open, streamlined 
distributor designed to provide good shale flow at the expense 
of gas distribution. A modified air distributor with the same 
number of risers (36 risers) but utilizing yokes (horizontal 
transition pieces to connect riser to header) to provide more 
uniform air distribution was designed and installed. The more 
uniform air distribution provided by the new system was 
effective in increasing the oil yield. Average yield for five 
material balance periods was 88.8 vol % Fischer Assay. Although 
it is difficult to make a definitive judgment based on two days 
of operation, retort operability appears to have been adversely 
affected as a result of the addition of the yokes. I:-1ore details 
with regard to Retort No. 3 operations on 1/4- to I-inch shale 
are presented in a Technical !1emorandum (37). 

A comparison of results obtained 
on Retorts No. 2 and Ho. 3 with 1/4- to I-inch shale is pre
sented on Table 7. The following conclusions may be drawn as 
a result of this comparison: 

• 	 Yields obtained in Retort No. 3 were somewhat lower than 
in Retort No.2. A maximum average yield of 88.8 vol % 
Fischer Assay at 300 lb/(hr) (ft2) was obtained as opposed 
to an average 90.2 vol % at SOO lb/(hr) (ft2) in Retort 
No.2. 

Retort No. 3 operations differed from Retort No. 2 technology 
in the following areas: 

An air distributor that is nonrestrictive to shale 
flow was required for operability with 1/4- to I-inch 
shale. 

• 	 With the hardware systems investigated, dilution gas 
was necessary to provide smooth, stable operation. 

f 	 Improved yields can be obtained in Retort No. 3 if more 
uniform air distribution can be achieved 'VTi thout a sacrifice 
in operability. 

The use of an inert bed to accumulate heat is not necessary 
for a successful startup. By maintaining a low air supply 
temperature (700 to 900 F) during startup, a number of con
secutive successful startups were achieved with shale. 
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TABLE 7 

STAGE II OPERATIONS WITH 1/4- TO 

Retort No.2 
Run Number B969

-9Duration, days 

Process Conditions 
Shale Rate, lb/(hr) (ft2 ) 492 
Air Rate, SCF/T 4,840 
Recycle Gas Rate, (1) SCF/T 12,080 
Dilution Gas Rate, SCF/T 
Fischer Assay, gal/T 27.3 
Bed Height Above Air Distributor, feet 5.5 
Bed Height Below Air Distributor, feet 5.5 

Operating Data 
Offgas Temperature, F 127 
Average Retort6P, Inches H20/ft 0.81 

Products Recovered 
Oil Yield, vol % Fischer Assay 90.2 
Dry Gas, SCF/T 6,170 
Water Produced, lb/ton 73 

Mineral C02 Decomposition, % 35.6 

Spent Shale Properties 
Fischer Assay, gal/ton 0.0 
Organic Carbon, wt % 1.55 

Comparison of Predicted and Actual Yields 
Actual Yields 90.2 
Predicted Yields(2) 90.2 

Difference 0:0 

U1 (l)TO bottom of retort 
0"1 (2)Based on regression analysis of Retort No. 2 data 

l-INCH SHALE (11) 

Retort No. 3 
Clb37 

4 

294 
5,700 

10,900 
2,500 

27.5 
5.5 
6.0 

137 
0.47 

84.0 
5,950 


82 


36.8 

0.4 
2.21 

84.0 
89.7 

-5:7 

C1040 

4 

296 
5,050 

12,300 
2,000 

26.5 
5.5 
6.0 

137 
0.45 

84.1 
6,400 


80 


33.6 

0.7 
1.98 

84.1 
89.5 

-5:4 

CIO-51 

2 

295 
5,300 

10,900 
1,800 

27~8 
5.5 
6.0 

145 
0.36 

88.8 
6,540 


76 


31.8 

0.4 
2.19 

88.8 
90.4 

-1:6 

JELaWS~ 
l2/l/6 
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• (iii) Performance Hith 1/4- to 2 1/2
Inch Shale 

• 
This fraction comprises 96% of 

mine run shale ground to minus 2 1/2 inch, based on the best 
estimate of commercial crusher product size distribution (8) 
and screen analyses of shale actually charged to retorting. 

• 
Satisfactory Retort No. 2 opera

tion with 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch shale was achieved with essentially 
the same retort configuration and process conditions as used in 
Run B8l7. The operability was characterized as only fair to 
good because of high and erratic pressure gradients in the 
combustion zone. It was recognized that operability could have 
been improved at the expense of yield by reduction of the gas 
rates. Yields averaging 86.4% Fischer Assay ""ere realized at 
a shale rate of 500 lb/(hr) (ft2) in Run B953 (34). 

Difficulties \;7ere experienced in 
translating the Retort No. 2 operation on 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch 
shale to Retort No.3. The first startup attempt with 1/4- to 
2 1/2-inch shale was made with the original retort hardware con
figuration which was tested on 1- to 2 1/2-inch shale, including 
a yoked, 36 riser air distributor system. Later, a 54 riser 
distributor was tried without success. 

Successful operation in Retort 
No. 3 with 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch shale was achieved with the 
retort configuration installed as a result of the t,lobil Task 
Force proposal for 1/4- to I-inch shale. Operations initially 
were conducted at 300 lb/(hr) (ft2) shale rate with dilution 
gas. However, it was found that dilution gas was unnecessary 
for stable operation. Line burner operation was continued in 
order to provide uniform temperatures along the air headers 
to insure equal flow of air from each riser. Runs at 300, 400, 
and 500 lb/(hr) (ft2) shale rates were carried out contiguously 
over a total elapsed time of 17 days. Results of these runs 
are presented and compared with Retort No. 2 results Oi. Table 8. 

The mo::;t attractive operation 
achieved with the 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch shale realized yields 
averaging 82.5% Fischer Assay at 500 lb/(hr) (ft2) (Run Cl049). 

As a result of this comparison,
the following conclusions were drawn: 

• 	 The mechanical changes were effective in establishing 
process operability. Streamlining the air distributor 
system and improvement in shale and gas flow obtained 
by rotating the air headers so they "'lere perpendicular 
to the recycle headers probably provided the most signifi
cant improvements. 
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TABLE 8 


STAGE II OPERATIONS WITH 1/4- TO'2 1/2-INCH SHALE (II) 


Retort No.2 	 Retort No. 3 
Run Number B953 C1046 
Duration, days 5 5 

Process Conditions 
Shale Rate, lb/<hr) (ft2) 500 299 
Air Rate, SCF/T 4,480 5,100 
Recycle Gas Rate, SCF/T(l) 14,600 10,500 
Dilution Gas Rate, SCF/T 1,900 
Fischer Assay, gal/T 27.9 27.7 
Bed Height Above Air Dist., ft 10.0 9.5 
Bed Height Below Air Dist., ft 5.5 6.0 

Operating Data 
Offgas Temperature, F 139 140 
Average Retort ~ P, In. H20/ft 0.98 0.34 

Products Recovered 
Oil Yield, vol % Fischer Assay 86.4 82.9 
Dry Gas, SCF/T ; 5,800 6,450 
Water Produced, 1b/T 64 73 

Mineral C02 Decomposition, % 	 27.5 30.0 

Spent Shale Properties 
Fischer Assay, gal/ton 0.0 0.0 
Organic Carbon, wt % 2.12 2.29 

Comparison of Predicted and 
Actual Yields 

Actual Yield 86.4 82.9 
Predicted Yie1d(2) 85.7 81.9 

Difference 	 -o::r 
(l)TO bottom of retort 

~ (2)Based on regression analysis of Retort No. 2 data 

Cl047 C1048 
5 2 

301 395 
4,250 4,540 

13,200 12,000 

29.4 29.7 
9.5 	 9.5 
6.0 	 6.0 

139 	 140 
0.37 0.57' 

85.6 82.5 
5,800 	 6,000 


56 56 


24.3 ' 24.4 

0.1 	 0.0 
2.47 2.31 

85.6 82.5 
83.5 82.4 
2.T • 

C1049 

5 

500 
4,690 

11,700 

27.5 
9.5 
6.0 

143 
0.77 

82.5 
6,270 


57 


24.7 

0.2 
2.28 

82.5 
80.8 
1:7 

JELawson 
12/1/67 
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• 	 Operability with the 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch shale was satis
factory at shale rates of 300, 400, and 500 lb/(hr) (ft2) . 

• 	 Operability was satisfactory at raw shale Fischer Assay 

levels up to 30 gal/To 


• 	 Dilution gas was not necessary for operation with 1/4
to 2 1/2-inch shale. 


The gas rate limitations for this shale size were signifi 
cantly lower in Retort No.3 than in Retort No.2. This 
resulted in the lower yields obtained in Retort No. 3 at 
500 lb/ (hr) (ft2) • 

Further details regarding the 
Retort No. 3 operation on 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch shale may be 
obtained from a Technical Memorandum (38). 

(c) Review of Scale-Up Problems 

In reviewing the preceding discussion, 
a pattern appears to emerge. vllien starting operation in a 
new larger size retort, difficulties were usually encountered. 
In most cases, the problems were solved after some experimentation 
with retorting internals and process variables. 

These studies in progressively larger 
retorts described above, demonstrated that the process is 
operable within certain limits, once the proper combination 
of mechanical design and process conditions is arranged for each 
scale. The process with large shale particles (1 to 2 I72 inch) 
appears to be scalable to sizes larger than Retort No.3. How
ever, with wide range (1/4 to 2 1/2 inch) 2.n( small ';~lale (1/4 
to 1 inch), increasing difficulties with operability were experi
enced as the retort cross section 'II/as increased. Scale-up for 
the wide range or the small particle size would not be recom
mended without further work. 

(3) 	 Postulated Mechanisms and Effects of Process 
Variables in the Operation of the li,etort 

(a) On ~perability (39) 

The manifestation of operability prob
lems in the Gas-Combustion process is the formation of massive 
clinkers, vitreous masses of fused rock, which lodge in air 
distributor hardware. These masses interfere with shale and 
gas flow, ultimately leading to shutdown of the operation. 

It is postulated that the clinkers are 
not formed spontaneously from materials within the bed: rath~r 
that there are precursors to the clinkers, which have been 
termed agglomerates. It is visualized that agglomerates are 
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formed from mixtures of oil, shale dust, and shalB particles 
higher in the shale bed. The coky residue which results from 
the redistillation of the oil acts as the binding medium for the 
solid particles. The agglomerate formed flows down and wedges 
itself into the air distributor where it is vitrified by the 
intense temperatures in that region to form a clinker. 

The presence of oil appears to be 
necessary for the formation of agglomerates. Although dust 
is not a necessary ingredient, it very likely promotes for
mation of agglomerates since less binding material is needed 
to fill the interstices of larger particles. The presence of 
dust and oil in the shale bed has been established in various 
retort and auxiliary studies. These and other factors bearing 
on operability are discussed in more detail below. 

(i) Mist Impaction 

In model studies it has been 
shown that oil mist produced in the process will impact on 
shale particles. The degree of impaction is dependent upon 
gas velocity, mist particle size, and shale particle size. In 
extreme instances with high gas velocities, impaction rates 
can be so great as to induce flooding which accentuates impaction 
further by producing a scrubbing action (40). Furthermore, oil 
has been drained from the shale bed of operating retorts (39). 
Thus, there is ample evidence that oil exists in liquid form 
in the retort bed. In some situations, the quantity of oil 
present is sufficient to cause operability problems. 

(ii) Dust Production and Accumulation 

Retorting results in decrepita
tion of the shale such that substantial quantities of very fine 
solid particles are produced. This fact has been firmly estab
lished in a number of retort studies (41, 42). These studies 
also indicated that fine particles tend to accumulate to an 
equilibrium level in the high velocity region above the air 
distributor. This observation has been supported by mechanical 
model studies (15). 

Dust produced in the process is 
effectively screened from the offgas by oil-wetted shale in 
the top of the bed (15). However, it is visualized that massive 
encroachments of dust into the oil condensation zone can lead 
to greater mist impaction by reducing shale particle size. The 
combination of dust, oil, and shale particles thus produced can 
then lead to agglomerate formation. 

(iii) Agglomerate Formation 

A series of experiments to study 
the formation of agglomerates was carried out in laboratory 
apparatus (39). Simple retorting of minus 4 plus SO-mesh shale 
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in a glass tube and muffle furnace with a nitrogen purge did 
not result in appreciable agglomeration. However, when oil was 
repeatedly refluxed into the shale in the absence of a nitrogen 
purge at temperatures of 800 to 1200 F, hard agglomerates of 
particles bound together by shiny black coke were formed. 
At temperatures between 600 and 800 F, the end product was a 
tarry, plastic, cohesive mass. 

From these experiments, it was 
concluded that: 

The strength of the agglomerate increases with the amount 
of oil. 

The strength of the agglomerate increases with the number 
of redistillations of the oil. 

that shale particles will vitrify and form clinkers at tempera

Temperatures of 800 
hard agglomerates. 

F or greater are necessary to form 
At lower temperatures, only plastic 

:'.:1:::; ~;e:. ar::. f0=n~ed. 

(iv) Clinker Formation 

Early laboratory experiments showed 

tures in the order of 2000 to 2100 F (43). Further experi
ments showed that vitrification could be accomplished under a 
variety of conditions of oxygen concentration and initial shale 
temperature (39). ~llien agglomerates and shale were treated at 
21% oxygen concentration (a condition existing at an air inlet) 
clinkers were formed with initial shule temperatures as low as 
1250 F, after an exposure of 15 minutes. The temperature nec
essary for fusion of the inorganic matter was generated by com
bustion of the organic matter present. At 5% oxygen concentration, 
initial temperatures above 1500 F were required to vitrify the 
inorganic matter. Exposure of a large amount of shale to these 
conditions is likely to be met in an operating retort only if 
shale agglomerates are lodged in the air distributor. Examina
tion of massive clinkers produced in Retort ),\)0. 3 suggests a 
similar conclusion (39). 

(v) Effect of Retort Cross Section 

Difficulties induced by the 
mechanisms described above appear to be accentuated by increasing 
retort size. It is visualized that in a bed of small cross 
section, development of localized anomalies is improbable. On 
the other hand, in a large retort bed, an anomaly is probable 
and furthermore can be self-aggravating. For example, a localized 
liquid accumulation can act as a mist scrubber, thereby increasing 
liquid accumulation in that region. Or, an accumulation of fine 
particles can partially block gas flow, creating localized 
channeling. Deposition of more dust in the wake of the blocked 
region, or flow of liquid into the low velocity region formed 
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could occur, thus accentuating the problem ratiler than correcting
it. These anomalies would lead first to agglomeration Rnd t',ien 
to clinker formation. 

Poor operations in Retort ~o. 3 
were usually characterized by severe ter.....perature uistortions, 
indicating that channeling of sL:tale, gas, or both \'las occurring
in part of the bed cross section. 

(vi) ~ffects of Process Variables 

Process variables definitely in
fluence operability; however, they interact in a very complex 
fashion, and quantitative relationships regarding their bearing 
on operability have not been established. The individual effect 
of each variable is postulated to be the result of its influence 
on mist impaction and/or dust holdu9 in the shale bed. The 
following general responses were established in actual retort 
operations: 

• 	 The process is gas rate limited; i.e., operability failure 
can ah'lays be induced by raising gas rates a!,)ove some 
value. 

• 	 Gas rate limitation is a function of both other process 

variables and retort mechanical design. 


• 	 Shale rate interacts with gas rate in a complex manner, 
such that the maximum operable gas-to-snale ratio decreases 
rather SlOV'lly as shale rate is increasec.... 

Operability becomes more difficult as shale size is 
decreased. 

• 	 Operability becomes more difficult as shale size range 

is increased. 


Operability becomes more difficult as shale assay is 
increased. 

The foregoing responses fix the operable limits of process 
variables, which have ueen determined in a number of cases ell). 

Another type of operating limit 
is imposed by the process heat requirements. ~~ excess of 
fuel is available within the bed; therefore, heat generation 
is controlled by rate of oxygen input vIi th the air. The heat 
requirements and therefore minimum air rates are largely dependent 
on bl0 factors: (a) carbonate decomposition VJhich occurs at 
temperature levels necessary to effect complete retorting of 
shale, and (b) sensible heat losses with the retorted shale, 
which are a function of recycle gas rate. Proba~le operating 
limits of air versus recycle gas rate hav~ been determined ell). 



The critical steps in the opera
tion of a Gas-Combustion Retort are startup and transition 
from one set of process conditions to another. 

(b) On Yield 

Oil yields obtaine~ in the process are 
limited primarily oy three factors. The most significant of 
these is loss of hydrocarbons as vapor in the large volume of 
product gas. Bench scale studies have indicated that generation 
of approximately 115% of Fischer Assay in normally liquid 
hydrocarbons should be possibleJ however, vapor losses of the 
lighter hydrocarbons limit maximum actual recoveries substantially 
below this level (44). Another significant loss is to coke and 
gas via cracking of oil product; this loss is caused by inadequate 
time-temperature relationship in retorting the shale, which in 
turn is governed by l?rocess conditions and shale size. Hinor 
losses in yield may be incurred as a result of retorting in the 
presence of dust or revaporization of liquid product due to 
refluxing. The combined effect of all of these losses limits the 
maximum attainable yield of the process to about 93 vol % 
Fischer Assay with current technology. 

Increased shale assay up to the opera
bility limit, increases Fischer Assay yield, even at constant 
retorting conditions, because hydrocarbon losses with the 
product gas ten~ to be constant in gallons per ton. 

Oil yield is influenced by process 
variables, primarily as a result of the influence of these 
factors on retorting time-temperature relationships. Analysis 
of retort data with regard to oil yield indicates the following 
qualitative responses to process factors tdthin operable limits: 

• Yield decreases as shale size is increased. 

Yield decreases as shale size range is increased. 

Yield increases as gas rate is increased. 

Yield decreases as shale rate is increased. 

Yield increases as shale assay is increasec:.. 

Numerous attempts were made to corre
late retorting data with process variables to detenaine the 
effect on oil yield. Nost of these attempts vlere made using 
linear combinations of the variables and their interactions. 
The most successful of these attempts was first used to descri0e 
Retort Uo. 2 yield data (18). An equation 'll'li th the process 
variables in the same form, but with new coefficients, was later 
developed by regression of data from both Retort L~O. 2 and 
Retort No.3. The latter equation was reported in a Technical 
Nemorandum (45) and is shown belo\"..1: 
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Y = 113.2 - 34.74DV - 3. 93Dv/Da - 1.75R + 2.20RlJv + 0.283F.?" 

~'Jhere: 	 Y = Oil :ripl(:., vol ~ rau shale Fisc}~.er .s:.:ay
Dv = ·~(".is:':.t mean particle diameter, inches 
Da = Surface mean particle diameter, incnes 
R = ::;:;cycle g<:'.s rate, .:'1SCFIT 
FA = Raw shale Fischer Assay, ga:lons per ton 

This equation shows some relationships that would be anticipated 
from prior discussion on yield mechanism. Because of the in
creased difficulty of retorting large particles, yield is de
creased by increasing Dv (at values of R below 15.8). Yield is 
also decreased by increasing size range (DvIDa), as ",",ould be 
expected from theoretical considerations. Yield is increased 
by increasing ra\'I shale Fischer Assay. Yield is also increased 
by increasing recycle gas rate at values of Dv above O.S. 

The equation fits the body of data 
regressed quite well. A correlation coefficient of 0.926 was 
obtained, and the standard error after regression is ± 1.14% 
Fischer Assay yield, which closely approximates the pre
cision of tile individual points used in the regression. 
Therefore, the equation should provide reasonable accuracy 
for interpolation within the limits of the data correlated (45). 
Extrapolation is not recommended. 

(c) On Bed Height and Temperature Profile 

In previous discussion, the importance
of the retorting zone time-temperature relationship achieved in 
the operation of the Gas-Combustion process, and therefore of 
the factors which govern it, has been shown. For that reason, 
attempts at rigorous description of the heat transfer phenomena 
in the process, such as Mobil' s ~1athematical Model, will 
probably be continued. However, certain assumptions are 
inherent in all of the rigorous approaches to the problem.
Therefore, to provide guidance for these assumptions, based 
on actual data generated in the research program, an effort 
has been made to develop empirical equations which will predict 
temperature profiles, !')ed height requirements, and pressure drops 
for the Gas-Combustion Retort. 

Process variables have significant 
influence on temperatures within t~e shale bed. A regression 
equation relating these effects quantitatively has been for
mulated for describing temperature profile above the air dis
tributor (11, 45). 

Bed height requirement above the air 
distributor to achieve desired offgas temperatures is also a 
function of the process variables, and may be derived from the 
temperature equation (11). Bed height requirements (and offgas 
temperatures) exhibit the following responses to the process 
variables: 
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• Increase as the shale size is increased. 

Increase as shale rate is increased. 

Increase as gas rates are increased. 

To achieve maximum heat recovery and 
shale cooling, certain bed heights belovl the air distributor 
are required. p~ empirical equation, depending primarily on 
raw shale size, has been formulated for design of shale cooling 
zone height (11, 45). 

Retort pressure drops were found to 
exhibit ratner unexpected relationships to the proces8 vari 
ables. These relationships are believed to be the result of 
shale decrepitation, mist impaction, and the influence of shale 
size range on void fraction. The influence of temperature 
variations with bed height on the relationships of pressure 
drops to the process variables is also apparent (11, 45). 

b. Retort Design and Lngineering Studies (1, 15) 

The experience of the U. S. Eureau of Hines at 
Anvil Points revealed deficiencies in several major areas, any 
one of ,,'hich would hinder the commercial development of the 
Gas-Combustion Retorting process. These problem areas included: 

Difficulties in obtaining uniform shale flo,'1 through large 
vessels (shale drat;,JOff syster;ls). 

• 	 Difficulties with particle size segregation in shale feed 
systems. 

• 	 Difficulties in distributing gases uniformly in a Ded of 
moving shale. 

Therefore, the program at Anvil Points included plans for study 
in all three areas. 

A major cooperative effort was undertaken which 
involved the Mechanical Engineering, Nechanical Models and 
Retort Groups. This culminated in the design for Retort No.3, 
shown in Figure 13, and included systems developed to overcome 
all of the above problems. 

Basically, a modular design concept was used 
in the development of the retort internals. Although com
mercial retorts will be much larger than Retort 'No.3, further 
scale-up will probably occur by adding multiples of the internal 
module rather than increasing the size of the individual com
ponents of the module. Therefore, performance of each module 
in Retort No. 3 provided a sound basis to judge the scale-up 
potential of the various elements. This concept was applied 
to design the internal retort systems used to prevent size 
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segregation of the raw shale feed, to provide uniform shale flow 
in the retort (shale drawoff system), and to distribute air and 
recycle gas into the shale bed. These systems are judged 
mechanically scalable to larger retort sections. 3ecause larger 
retorts may vary widely in shape and size, skillful application 
of design principles reported in the Anvil Points literature will 
be necessary. 

(1) ~1echanical Hodel Simulation (15) 

The engineering experimentation vJhich 
developed these systems was performed largely in scale models 
which provided reliable guidance throughout the program. The 
models used in this work were simple and flexible to get maxi
mum information quickly and economically. They ranged in size 
from miniature models, as small as 1/12th-scale, to full-scale 
sections with facilities to circulate shale continuously. 

It should be emphasized that these model 
studies were carried out at ambient-temperature although 
the pertinent rates simulated conditions in a hot retort. 
Furthermore, the shale flow studies were generally carried out 
with particles in a dry state, wherein the particles flow 
individually. Certain zones exist in a retort where this is 
not so. Therefore, the models were intended to simulate - not 
duplicate - a retort condition and their value rests in the 
guidance and understanding they provide. 

This discussion begins t'1i th basic studies 
of oil shale particle behavior in a flowing system, then, 
the shale flow system is traced from the bottom of the retort 
to the top. This sequence was chosen because of the importance 
of establishing uniform shale flow through the vessel. Hence, 
the drawoff system "dll be considered first because it affects 
all the systems above it. Next, the placement of internal 
hardware will be discussed from the shale flow standpoint. The 
final consideration is the shale feed system "7here the primary 
concern is particle size segregation. 

(a) Basic Shale Flow Studies 

The basic flow studies carried out with 
crushed oil shale revealed that it behaves much like small, 
spherical catalyst particles in spite of the differences in size 
and shape. Therefore, the solids-flow technology developed for 
moving-bed catalytic cracking is applicable to the moving-bed 
retorting (46). 

(b) Shale Drawoff Systems (15) 

In order to obtain uniform retorting, 
particles must flow through the retort at essentially the 
sarne velocity over the entire cross section. However, in 
large vessels, it is extremely difficult to obtain uniform flow 
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because of the natural coning pattern of the particles. There
fore, a major effort was directed toward evaluating and develop
ing techniques which would give uniform particle velocities in 
Retort No. 3 and commercial sections as well. It should be 
emphasized that the objective of this work was to obtain uniform 
flow across a width of 10 feet. This was the length of the long 
axis of Retort NO. 3 and also 'fas considered a convenient modular 
section of a commercial retort drawoff. 

The primary example of applying past 
technology is the successful development of the single level 
drawoff system as a means of obtaining uniform particle flow in 
a retort. This system - which utilizes a multiplicity of static 
pipes - has been used with lIS-inch diameter bead catalyst in 
Thermofor Catalytic Cracking units for many years. This draw
off system, shown in Figure 14, performed successfully during 
several runs 10 days or longer in Retort l'jo. 3 with the large, 
1- to 2 1/2-inch, shale fraction. ~]e believe that it would be 
equally satisfactory with the full range, 1/4- to 2 1/2-inch
shale although the system l;vas not a6equately tested with this 
fraction. There is some question as to its suitability with 
small, 1/4- to I-inch shale. This question relates to the 
inability of the single level drawoff system to crush agglomer
ates and clinkers \lhich were prevalent with this fraction during 
upset operation. However, these problems generally occurred in 
the upper zones of the retort and pipe plugging in the drawoff 
system was a rarity. 

The initial evaluation of the single 
level drawoff system was carried out in a shale storage bin 
and it was necessary to scale down the design by a factor of 
two for use in Retort Ho. 3. 

The U. S. Bureau of lUnes drawoff 
system utilizing rotating rolls was also operated successfully 
in Retort No. 3 with full range (1/4 to 2 1/2 inch) and small 
(1/4 to 1 inch) shale fractions. This is shown on Figure 14. 

Attempts to use drawoff techniques such 
as the mass flow bin and flow-correcting inserts were extremely 
disappointing as they were not capable of providing the desired 
uniformity of flow. Thus, these techniques were eliminated 
from consideration for use in Retort No.3. 

In the overall analysis, the single 
level drawoff appears to have the greatest potential as the 
basic commercial system supplemented by a more complex metrlod, 
if required for smaller shale sizes. 

(c) Shape and Spacing of Retort Internals 

After uniform shale flow has been estab
lished in a retort, the internal hardware must be positioned 
such that there is a minimum disruption to the flow pattern. 



FIGURE 14 

SPENT SHALE DRAWOFF SYSTEMS - RETORT NO. 3 (I) 
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Miniature and full-scale model work showed that the shape and 
location of the internal hardware have a large influence on 
the uniformity of shale flow through a vessel. In general, 
the smoothest flow patterns were obtained with internals which 
had a sharp leading edge and a triangular top section. 
Unsymmetrical spacing (of air distributors relative to recycle 
distributors) and inadequate wall clearances can both result 
in localized shale slowdowns (15, 47). 

('l) 	 Anti-Segregation in Shale Feed 
System (15, 48) 

The final step in the shale handling 
sequence is to feed the retort in such a fashion that particle 
size segregation can be controlled. Full-scale model studies 
revealed that segregation of oil shale particles can be sub
stantial unless deliberate steps are taken to minimize it. The 
extent of segregation that takes place in a vessel is the 
result of two major factors: 

• The range of particle sizes in the feed • 

The size of the pile that is formed when the particles 
are fed to the top of the vessel. 

Known anti-segregation techniques such as confining the surface 
of the bed or surface baffling were found to be of minor bene
fit at best. Thus, segregation in Retort No. 3 was controlled 
by restricting the pile radius at the top of the vessel to 
less than 27 inches. This required one inlet pipe for every 
10 square feet of retort area. The system developed for use 
in Retort No. 3 is sho,m on Figure 15. 

(e) 	 Distribution of Gas in a Bed of Oil 
Shale (49) 

Earlier, it was pointed out that the 
internal hardware had to be positioned such that the effect 
on shale flow would be minimized. However, gas distribution 
cannot be neglected. Adequate distriLution must be maintained 
or operability, yields, and heat recovery will suffer. There
fore, the placement of distributor hardware must be a balance 
between shale flow and gas distribution. 

))1odel work was carried out to study 
the introduction and distribution of gas in a bed of crushed 
oil shale. The following general conclusions were drawn from 
this work: 

The extent to which the combustion air will mix ~·dth the 
recycle gas stream and penetrate horizontally into a bed 
of shale depends primarily on the size of the shale. As 
the shale size increases, the radial penetration from a 
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single air distributor element increases as illustrated 
in the following table: 

Nominal Shale Size, Diameter of Influence, 
Inches Inches 

1/4 to 3/4 8 
3/4 to 1 1/2 10 1/2 
1/4 to 3 18 1/2 
1 1/2 to 3 25 

.. The velocity and the angle at which the air is injected 
into the recycle stream have little or no effect on the 
penetration. 

The rate of recycle gas passing the air distributor has 
a rather small effect on the penetration. 

In spite of the fact that this simu
lation was carried out at ambient temperature, the sphere of 
influence of a single distributor element in a hot retort was 
found to be very similar to that predicted by this study. 
This \'las true in both Retorts No. 2 (50) and Ho. 3 (37). 

Investigation of recycle gas dis
tribution indicated that it was not nearly as critical as 
air distribution. Penetrations were considerably greater 
because no other gas stream is involved at the recycle dis
tributor. 

(2) 	 Conclusions Regarding the r·lechanical Design 
of Retort No. 3 and Supporting Facilities 

In reviewing the work of the Stage I and 
Stage II programs, it becomes very evident that the mining, 
crushing, and retorting operations are heavily materials handling 
oriented. The successful operation of a shale oil producing 
complex will depend largely on the competence of the design 
and operating reliability of installed equipment. 

Uechanical aspects of the retorting process, 
the crushing plant, and the supporting facilities were 
evaluated for their scale-up potential and suitability for 
commercial service. These investigations included materials 
handling systems, retort and process design, commercially avail
able equipment, and materials of construction. These evaluations 
were based on operating experience with all three pilot retorts. 
Significant observations and co: ..(~lv~ions pertaining to the 
system mechanical design requirements were established, many 
of which are applicable to a larger oil shale retorting complex. 
A process flow diagram for the Retort ~~o. 3 system is shown on 
Figure 16. 

The following summarizes the major con
clusions. 
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Ca) 	 Influence of Kechanical Design on 
Retort Performance (II) 

Throughout the research program, it 
was found that mechanical design had significant effects on 
retort operability. Most of these effects can be traced to 
the influence of these factors on shale or gas flow and related 
thereby to the basic causes of poor retort operability. The 
most critical factor is air distributor design (51). Although 
design of air distributors is still not completely defined, the 
following general guidelines were developed as a result of 
retort experience~ 

Restrictions of cross-sectional area at the point of air 
injection should be minimized so as to minimize gas 
velocities and hence dust accumulation above the air dis
tributors. More specifically, the distributor should be 
of the riser, rather than the horizontal type. 

Risers should be mounted directly over horizontal headers 
running the full length of the retort bed, with no inter
vening manifolds to disrupt shale flow or accentuate the 
possibility of lodging agglomerates. 

Restriction of the bed cross section by the headers should 
be minimized so as to minimize interference with shale 
and gas flow. 

Spacing of risers along the headers, between headers, and 
between headers and walls should be governed by the needs 
for shale flow and air penetration, as determined in 
mechanical model studies. 

Location and orientation of the recycle 
gas distributors with respect to air headers ,!!Ere found to in
fluence operability. Improved operability was obtained in the 
large retort by placing recycle gas distributors, oriented on 
an axis parallel to the air headers, in a vertical line with 
the air headers. This provided minimum effect of the interaction 
of these members on shale flow. Other arrangements of parallel 
recycle gas distributors and headers, provided they are symmetri 
cal, would probably prove satisfactory: hO'Vlever, it is recommended 
that a proposed arrangement be tested in models before being 
utilized in retort design. The safest placement of recycle gas 
distributors is on an axis perpendicular to that of the air 
headers. This eliminates problems of symmetry and provides 
m1n1mum opportunity for gas channeling, although design com
plexity may be increased. 

Air distributor design 'Ii'las found to 
affect yield as well as operability. To achieve complete 
retorting of shale, air distributor spacings should be arranged 
so as to apply sufficient heat to each particle. Spacings 
defined by air penetration studies in mechanical models were 



found to be adequate for this purpose. Because of shale flow 
considerations, a compromise of air distribution requirements 
was found necessary with 1/4- to I-inch shale to provide good 
operability in Retort No.3. 

(b) Crushing and Solids Handling (1) 

The crushing and solids handling 
systems form a major part of the supporting facilities and must 
be reliable in service. Crushed raw shale is abrasive. This 
factor affects the crushing and screening plant operations, 
and chute and bin design. Recommendations have been formulated 
to assist the designer in these areas (1). Crushed raw shale 
is also subject to particle size segregation when it is stored 
or transported. Solutions to this problem were attained, 
especially where shale is stored in bins (52). Finally, a 
serious dust problem existed in the Anvil Points crushing plant. 
This will be true of a commercial crushing facility. Adequate 
dust collecting and exhaust scrubbing devices are required. 

It was found that continuous opera
tion of the spent shale transport equipment was very important 
in preventing formation of clinkers in the retort. The electri
cal drive and interlock systems that are associated ~rith this 
equipment must be designed with care. 

The use of covered screw conveyors to 
transport hot and dusty spent shale was investigated (53). 
This equipment was most serviceable and is commercially applic
able. 

Spent shale disposal was not investi
gated thoroughly during the program and requires further work. 

(c) Product Streams (1) 

Efficient recovery of oil mist from 
the retort offgas stream is essential for producing a high 
product yield and to prevent fouling of equipment. The mechani
cal collector and electrostatic precipitator systems used during 
the research program demonstrated suitability for this service. 
The precipitator used in the Retort No. 3 program was excep
tionally clean after nine months of service and was trouble 
free in operation. A high on-stream service factor will be 
realized with the precipitator, if a mechanical separator is 
used in conjunction with it. Design specifications have been 
formulated for incorporation in future systems (54). 

t'Jater and hydrocarbons formed during 
retorting can create problems in supporting systems and equip
ment. The =ecycle gas blower will accumulate water and oil 
during turnaround and startup periods. Stage drains will be 
required in commercial-size blowers. 
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Attempts were made to separate the 
water from the oil product. While these attempts ~7ere not 
satisfactory, the problem was adequately defined (55). 

One very encouraging observation was 
that of the condition of the vent gas stack exhaust. The 
plume from this stack was essentially condensed moisture and 

developed, tested, and found to be reliable 

rapidly dissipated. 
from the stack. 

No smoke or particulate residue was emitted 

Cd) Sampling Systems and Instrumentation (1) 

Hovel raw and spent shale sampling 
systems were more 
than those used by the U. S. Bureau of rlines and during the 
Stage I studies. These systems will be satisfactory for service 
in a larger-scale operation (56). 

Instrumentation employed in all three 
retorts was unique due to the extreme accuracy required for 
measuring large flows of solids and gases during a research 
program. 

(e) 	 Commercial E~uipment and Materials 
of Construct1on 

l4any types of commercially available 
equipment were incorporated in the Retort No. 3 design. Various 
types of conveyors, the line burner, mist recovery equipment, 
liquid product metering, blowers, sampling devices, and instru
mentation were evaluated and found to be satisfactory in 
service and potentially useful in large retort sections (1). 

A comprehensive corrosion and erosion 
study was made of the materials of construction incorporated 
in Retort No.3 (29). No unusual problems or requirements were 
found, although provisions for the erosive nature of the shale 
must be incorporated into designs. 

c. 	 Process Limitations and Areas for Future 
Research (11) 

The maximum yield which can be recovered with 
the present Gas-Combustion process is about 93% Fischer Assay.
The economic optimum yield probably is 85 to 90%. Shale rates 
higher than 500 lb/(hr} (ft2) may be operable; however, economic 
forces probably will limit the optimum to 500 lb/(hr) (ft2) or 
lower. The minimum shale size which can be processed with cur
rent technology is about 1/4 inch. A larger initial shale size, 
say 1/2 or even 3/4 inch, may be necessary to avoid operability 
problems with a large retort. The maximum shale size is not 
limited by operability, but probably lies between t,'lO and three 
inches because of economic considerations. The maximum shale 
assay to which the process is applicable with current technology 
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has not been defined. Satisfactory operations ''lith raw shale 
Fischer Assays of up to about 30 gal/T were conducted with 
both of the more difficult sizes, 1/4- to I-inch and 1/4
to 2 1/2-inch shales, in Retort No.3. 

The most pressing need for future research with 
the Gas-Combustion Retorting process is to overcome some or 
all of the basic limitations in yield and operability currently 
encountered. Other shale retorting processes or modifications 
to the Gas-Combustion Retort may be attractive future research 
projects. 

An example of such a modification is the installa
tion of facilities to remove liquid from the retort bed, 'Nhich 
"Tas investigated in the final weeks of the research project. 
Since formation of carbonaceous agglomerates is postulated 
to be the basic cause of operability problems and oil is a 
necessary ingredient to the formation of agglomerates, it was 
further postulated that removal of the oil would prevent 
agglomeration and solve operability problans. 

Application of this principle led to a break
through which was demonstrated on bench scale. By removing 
liquid oil at a temperature of about 600 F, yields of 95+% 
Fischer Assay at a shale rate of 500 lb/(hr) (ft2) were achieved 
in a 3.6-inch diameter retort. In addition, operability and 
yields above 80% Fishcer Assay were achieved at shale rates 
greater than 900 lb/(hr) (ft2), although not enough time was 
spent to maximize yield at this throughput (39). 

An indication of potential yield - shale rate 
improvements is presented on Figure 17 which compares perfor
mance achieved during the Initial Program on both pilot and 
bench scale with that attained by the U. S. Bureau of .t4ines. 

Several attempts were made in Retort No. 3 to 
achieve this bench scale performance, but results were incon
clusive because of very limited time. Unusual difficulties 
were encountered in disengaging liquid from the large cross
sectional-area bed of shale (39). 

5. Economics (16) 

The economic studies which have been used for research 
guidance during the Initial Program were summarized to provide 
a starting point for comprehensive proprietary economic evalu
ations of an oil shale process venture. Four memoranda (7, 10, 
17, 19) had been issued which dealt in a detailed fashion with 
the operating and capital costs of mining, crushing, retorting, 
and their attendant utility and service facilities. Because 
of the limi~ed scope of the Initial Program, significant parts 
of an oil shale venture were not considered. These included 
refining, pipelining, and water supply development. 
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FIGURE 17 

COMPARISON OF RETORT YIELDS FROM ANVIL POINTS PROGRAM WITH U. S. BUREAU OF MINES RESULTS 
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A hypothetical 50,000 B/CD mining-crushing-retorting
complex which processes 30 gal/T oil shale was used as the basis 
for the analysis. This plant was assumed to be located in 
Colorado with the oil shale outcrop, cliff topography of Anvil 
Points. ~iO level, room-and-pillar mining was used. The shale 
was crushed underground using two single roll primary crushers 
and this product was stored underground in surge bins. These 
bins discharged to six standard cone secondary crushers which 
were also located underground. The secondary crusher product 
was fed to a screening plant located at the retorting plant 
elevation. This screening plant prepared three products, two 
of which were used as feed for the Gas-Combustion Retorts. 
These were 1/4- to l-inch and 1- to 2 1/2-inch shale. The 
third fraction, 1/4-inch minus shale, was transferred to a fines 
processing facility adjacent to, but outside of the bounds of 
this hypothetical complex. The Gas-Combustion Retort feed 
fractions were processed in four retorting subplants, each of 
which included batteries of retort elements, recycle and air 
blowers as well as raw and spent shale han6ling systems. Spent 
shale handling was restricted to controlling its flo't'l from the 
retorts. Spent shale disposal facilities were not within the 
bounds of the complex of this analysis, they were allowed for 
by estimating a spent shale disposal cost. The crude shale 
oil produced in this complex was not a finished product. Before 
it could be pipelined from the complex, some refining would 
be required. 

Uuch of the technology upon which this complex ',,.,as 
based was developed during the Initial Program. An implicit
assumption which was made in the analysis is that this Initial 
Program technology could be translated to commercial scale. 
This assumption is not completely justified, ho',\rever. In the 
mining area, insufficient data were obtained for reliable 
design of shale pillars, and the extent of rib scaling, which 
is necessary during ~enching operations, was not clearly defined. 
In the retorting area, it was concluded that additional work 
will be necessary before scale-up with 1/4- to l-inch (or 1/4
to 2 1/2-inch) shale could be recommended. The reason for this 
lack of confidence is the operability problems that v-1ere experi
enced in Retort No.3 with these two fractions (11). 

No attempt was made to recover hydrocarbons from the 
retort offgas, because of the adverse economics (57). 

With these constraints and reservations, the invest
ment in this complex has been estimated and is summarized on 
the following table: 

':;:otal Fixed Ca:')i ta.] Investment 
t'lining $11,600,000 
Crushing 15,100,000 
Retorting 27,300,000 
Utility and Service Facilities 15,600,000 

$69,600,000 
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As stated previously, refining and pipelining facilities and 
water supply development were excluded from this summary. 
Investment costs due to land acquisition, access road con
struction, utility access line construction, mine road con
struction, mine utility access line construction, site prepara
tion, and allocation of working capital ,.,ere also omitted. 
Construction labor and equipment costs used in this analysis 
were based on 1966 wages and prices, respectively. ~Jo 
escalation of either wages or prices was assumed. 

The most significant investment component was the 
retorting plant. The relatively lo~,'i total investment compared 
to reported investments needed for oil shale processing, 
reflected the incomplete nature of this analysis rather than 
unusual economy of design. The individual component invest
ments are probably most useful as building blocks in more 
comprehensive studies. 

The operating cost and the cost of capital for each 
component part of the complex are shown on Table 9. (Cost of 
capital is defined as the cost due to capital recovery while 
earning a 10% discounted cash flow return on the investment 
after taxes.) The operating costs all included allowances for 
labor and supervision, operating and maintenance materials, 
utilities, insurance, and property tax. Research and develop
ment charges, financing charges, depletion allowance credit, 
royalty charges, and distribution and selling charges, where 
appropriate, were excluded from these operating costs. 

The largest operating cost component by far was that 
due to mining - 60% of the operating cost. Labor and super
vision, and operating materials including explosives, fuel, 
and tires were the major factors in the high mine operating 
cost. The highest cost of capital component was retorting, 
which reflects the relatively high investment in that area. 
The highest total component in crude shale oil production cost 
was that due to mining. Forty-four percent of the total cost 
was due to this component. 

The research strategy of increasing mine run yield 
in order to find the economic optimum operation for a crude 
shale oil production complex was effective because of the high 
mining component in the total production cost. Mine run yield, 
expressed as barrels of oil produced per ton of oil shale mined, 
may be increased by increasing retort yield, decreasing the 
fraction of shale mined that cannot be retorted, and increasing 
the richness of the shale. This last variable can only be 
varied in a very limited way because of increasing retort 
operability problems as the assay is increased and because of 
the distribution of shale richness in minable shale beds. 
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TABLE 9 

CRUDE SHALE OIL PRODUCTION COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY 
Basis: 50,000 B/CD of Crude Shale Oil (16) 

(All costs are expressed in $/CD) 

By-
Mining Crushing Retorting Product Off-site Total 

Labor 
Operating 8,173 1,338 658 10,169 
Maintenance 5,494 1,203 699 7,396 

Total 13,667 2,541 1,357 2,064 19,629(1) 
SUEervision 

Operating 895 113 114 1,122 
Maintenance 597 126 160 883 

Total 1,492 239 274 2,229 4,234(1) 

Materials 
Operating 12,636 729 13,365 
Maintenance 3,045 2,188 5,233 

Total 15,681 1,798 2,917 642 21,038 

Utilities 558 416 7,815 259 9,048 

Insurance & Property Tax 433 583 1,094 627 .2.t. 73 7 

Total Operating Cos~ 31,831 5,577 13,457 5,821 56,686 
By-Product Disposal Cost -2,638 -2,638 
Mine Deve10p...rnent Cost 1,082 1,082 
Cost of Capital 10,070 8,573 15,750 8,974 ·43,367 

Total Production Cost 42,983 14,150 29,207 -2,638 14,795 98,497 
¢/bb1 86.0 28.3 58.4 -5.3 29.6 197.0 

¢/Ton RS Fed G-C Retorts 53.9 17.7 36.6 -3.4 18.5 123.3 
C/Ton RS Mined 51.7 17.0 35.1 -3.2 17.8 118.4 

(l)Off-site labor and supervision are not subdivided into operating and maintenance categories1 therefore, 
the labor and supervision subtotals are not equal to the sum of operating and maintenance components. 

co 
o KIJage1 
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6. Supporting Services 

a. Mechanical Engineering (1) 

The major service activity required to support 
the research program was provided by the I!echanical Engineering 
Group. This group supplied mechanical engineering and design 
expertise to all operations at Anvil Points. The specific 
responsibilities included: 

Preparation of designs for retorting, supporting facilities 
and utilities, specification of materials, and scheduling 
and coordination of construction and equipment testing for 
all program needs. Emphasis was placed on selecting and 
incorporating materials, equipment, and/or systems in all 
designs that were scalable to larger retort sizes and of 
commercial potential. 

Scheduling and coordinating turnarounds between retorting 
tests and daily maintenance needs. 

Suggesting programs to formulate design criteria. 

Developing useful designs from experimental data and 
programs. 

Evaluating the commercial potential and scale-up potential 
of materials of construction, equipment, and systems in
stalled and tested in the retorts. 

• 	 Rendering technical assistance of a mechanical nature to 
all program activities. 

The Mechanical Engineering Group was responsible 
for rehabilitation of the facility in 1964, for revision to 
Retorts No. 1 and No. 2 and for major rehabilitation and recon
struction of Retort No. 3 and supporting equipment. 

The preparation of Retort No. 3 during Stage II 
was the most extensive construction project undertaken at 
the Research Center (58). Intensive planning for this project 
was completed during the Stage I Extension. Although the 
Mechanical Engineering Group retained primary responsibility, 
design concepts were developed in full cooperation with the 
remainder of the technical staff. 

The Stage II program was funded for only 18 
months duration. Therefore, it was necessary to reduce con
struction time for Retort No. 3 to a minimum in order to conserve 
time for experimentation. The cooperation of various contractors 
and suppliers in preplanning work and arranging contractual 
details before the formal signing of the Stage II research pro
gram, substantially shortened the engineering and construction 
period. 
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Retort i~o. 3, the crushing plant, an(. the 
supporting ground level utilities were completely modified 
for the Stage II retortinq program which contemplated pro
cessing shale at a throughput of 500 T/SD. The detailed 
design and construction "lork \'las contracted to the F. C. 
Torkelson Company of Galt Lake City, Utah, on a cost-plus
percentage fee basis. 

The design, purchasing, and construction effort 
was projected for completion \dthin a six-month period.. Costs 
of this work were estimated to be $725, 000. The ,lOrk was 
actually completed in seven months at a cost of $920,000. The 
cost details are shown on Table 10. 

Coordination between the design and construction 
effort was satisfactory. HOHever, material deliveries lagged 
construction schedules because of the general business con
ditions resulting from the intensified effort in Vietnam ouring 
mid and late 1966. Retort No.3 was ready for startup testing 
on dovember 15, 1966. 

A oound booklet with reduced size construction 
c,rawings for Retort ~~o. 3 was prepared and 6istributeu to all 
Participating Parties (59). 

o. Analytical Laboratory (60) 

A second major supporting service, necessary 
for the operation of the r,:'search program, \'Jas the Analytical 
Laboratory. 

The various activities of the hnalytical 
Laboratory Section Cl: ring the research program included: 

Rehabil~tation of analytical facilities at Anvil Points, 
and establishment of the means to supply analytical data 
for the program. 

Development of sample and data handling systems, includinq 
identification of samples, recording of identity and re
sults, and dissemination of data. 

Training and supervision of Analytical Laboratory personnel, 
many of whom were untrained in scientific techniques. 

Participation in the investigation of special problems 
encountered during various phases of the project, including 
the development of methods for properly sampling the 
heterogeneous materials encountered in oil shale retorting, 
such as shale, liquid product, and mist-gas mixtures. 

Generation of data on precision, limitations, and potential 
improvements of analytical test methods used for the project. 
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TABLE 10 


RETORT NO. 3 REHABILITATION - COST PROJECTIONS AND FINAL COSTS 


PROJECT CONSTRUCTION BUDGET 


Stage II 

Scoping Study 

Feb. '28, 1966 


Estimate 


Engineering and 
Field 
Supervision 

Materials 
Equipment 

Construction 

Contingency 

Fee 

Total 

(l)Contingency 

$ 47,000 

373,500 

203,500 

51,000(1) 

50,000 

$725,000 

$34,000 Materials 
$17,000 Construction 

- $725,000 (1) 

Torkelson Co. 
May 1966 
Estimate 

$ 74,000 

346,000 

222,000 

38,000 

45,000 

$725,000 

Final Cost of 

Rehabilitation 


$120,600 


405,600 


334,600 


60,100 

$920,900 

WSBergen 
11/15/67 
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During the course of the Anvil Points research 
program, the Analytical Laboratory Section made major efforts, 
in conjunction with other sections, toward solutions of prob
lems that arose in connection with the retorting, crushing,
and mining programs. 

(1) Retort Carbon Balance 

One of these problems, that of unsatisfactory
carbon balances in the retorting program, led to a critical 
re-evaluation and correction of sampling and analytical pro
cedures, and established the source of discrepancies in carbon 
accounting. The carbon balances were important for accurately
evaluating the distribution of carbon in the process streams, 
for better understanding and evaluation of retort operation, 
and for establishing greater confidence in product yields. 
Correction of, or compensation for, these discrepancies re
sulted in greatly improved balances. 

Early in the research program, it was 
recognized that there was a problem in obtaining good material 
balances for retort runs (61). This applied particularly to 
carbon balances. Part of the problem was caused by inaccurate 
measurements of retort input and output streams, another part 
was caused by inaccuracies in sampling and analytical procedures.
Consequently, a joint program (62) was started in order to 
investigate the factors that influenced these balances, and to 
improve them. The important analytical determinations that 
affect the balances are the total and organic carbon in the raw 
shale, the spent shale, the shale oil, and the vent gas~ the 
mineral C02 in the raw shale and spent shale1 and the C02 in 
the vent gas. The carbon balance problem was recurring and had 
to be solved for each of the three retort systems used during 
the program. The status of carbon :;alances varied from time 
to time throughout the program. The usual pattern was that 
poor carbon balances were obtained whenever a new retort was 
started up, and as measurement problems were solved, the 
balances improved. Satisfactory carbon balances were attained 
on all three retorts. Typical results are shown on Table 11. 

Another problem, somewhat related to carbon 
balance - but also bearing on retorting economics - was the 
characterization of retort recycle gas composition. Experi
mental work, supported by analytical data from I,iobil' s Paulsboro 
Laboratory and by engineering calculations made at Anvil Points, 
established the composition of the recycle gas. This work con
tributed to the economic evaluation of potential recovery of 
components of the gas, and, based on flash vaporization calcu
lations, helped to establish the maximum yield for the Gas
Conbustion Retorting process (57). 
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TABLE 11 

COMPARISON OF CARBON BAL~~CES FOR RUNS NEAR THE BEGINNING 
AND END OF OPEF.ATION OF RE'l'ORTS NO.1, NO.2, AND NO. 3 (60) 

Total Carbon Balance, %(1) 
95% Confidence 

Balance Limits 

Organic Carbon 
95% 

Balance 

Balance, %(1) 
Confid.ence 
Limits 

Retort No. 1 
Beginning 
End 

93.4 
100.2 

±18 
± 3.7 100.3 ± 5.2 

Retort No. 2 
Beginning 
End 

96.7 
96.9 

± 4.7 
± 4.2 

95.5 
96.4 

± 6.2 
± 4.3 

Retort No. 3 
Beginning 
End 

101. 4 
99.3 

± 8.7 
± 4."4 

102.1 
98.2 

±12.2 
± 5.8 

(l)Minimum of 18 runs contained in each set 
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(2) Routine Analytical Laboratory Performance 

The Laboratory routinely supplied the 
analytical data needed to support the retorting, crushing, 
and mining programs. To accomplish this, the Section shared 
in the rehabilitation of facilities, purchased equipment,
established the analytical methods to be used, set up data 
recording and transmittal systems, and hired and trained 
laboratory technicians. The Laboratory was operated with 
2 chemists and from 4 to 7 technicians over a period of 3 1/2 
years. It was placed on a standby basis at the end of the 
program. 

A list of the routine analytical tests per
formed (63) and the precision obtained during the program is 
shown on Table 12. An internal quality control program was 
maintained during operation of the Laboratory. This program 
generally required that each laboratory technician perform each 
of the important tests on standard samples on a weekly basis. 
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TABLE 12 

ANALYTICAL TEST ~mTHODS AND PRECISION 
AT THE ANVIL POINTS LABORATORY 

(60) 

Method Level 
Standa,rd 
Deviation 

AP-S-1 Shale Preparation 
AP-0-2 Liquid Product Treatment 
AP-S-3 Fischer Assay (RS) Cl} 28 gal/ton 0.23 

(SS) 0-5 gal/ton 0.1(2} 
AP-S-4 Mineral C02 (RS) 17 wt % 0.14 

(SS) 14 wt % 0.11 
AP-S-5 Shale Ash (RS) 69 wt % 0.087 

(SS) 82 wt % 0.047 
AP-S-6 Shale Moisture (RS) 0.2 wt % 0.014 

(SS) 0.15 wt % 0.014 
AP-SOG-7 Carbon (RS) 16 wt % 0.069 

(SS) 7 wt % 0.031 
(GAS) 10 1b/HSCF 0.22 

Hydrogen (RS) 1.7 wt % 0.028 
(SS) 0.3 wt % 0.018 

(GAS) 0.3 1b/HSCF 0.06 
AP-SO-8 Nitrogen (0) 0.2 wt % 0.05 
AP-0-9 API Gravity (0) 200 API 0.1(2) 
AP-0-10 tvater and Sediment (LP) 
AP-0-11 Ramsbottom Carbon (0) 2 wt % 
AP-0-12 Shale Oil Ash (0) 0.02.wt % <0.01 
AP-0-13 Saybo1t Viscosity, 210 F (0) 46 SUS 0.6 
AP-0-14 Pour Point (0) 85 F 
AP-0-15 Distillation (0) 
AP-0-16 API Gravity (VP) 400 API 0.1(2) 
AP-G-17 Gas-Combustion Analysis (GAS) 
AP-S-18 Benzene Extractab1es (S) 
AP-S-19 Particle Size Distribution (S) 
AP-S-20 Shale Density (S) 
AP-0-21 Water in Liquid Product (LP) 
AP- -22 Retort Water Analysis (tv) 
AP-S-23 Shale Richness Distribution (S) 

(l)Definitions of abbreviations: 	 RS - Raw Shale, SS - Spent Shale, 
o - Shale Oil, VP - Vent Purge 
Product, LP - Liquid Product, 
W - Water 

(2)Estimated 

DLiederman 
11/17/67 87 
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1'.PPENDIX J 

LIST OF REPORTS AND TECHNICAL r·lEFORANDA 
ISSUED FROM ANVIL POINTS 

A. Reports 

67.68 	AP Resume' of Operations at the Anvil Points Oil Shale 
Research Center, Cramer, R. H. 

67.69 	AP Oil Shale I:1ining Research at Anvil Points and Its 
Applicability to Commercial Production, Ha'l:lorth, G. R. 

67.70 	AP An Analysis of Oil Shale Crushing Tests in Large 
Scale Equipment, Reitz, R. A. 

67.71 	AP GaS-Combustion Retorting - An Investigation of the 
Potential and Limitations, Lawson, J. E. 

67.72 	AP Mechanical Model Simulation - A Valuable Technique 
for Oil Shale Research, Lyons, T. C. 

67.73 	AP Analytical Laboratory Research and Performance During 
the Anvil Points Oil Shale Program, Liederman, D. 

67.74 	AP Economic l~alysis of Crude Shale Oil Producion Using 
the Gas-Combustion Retort, Jagel, K. I., Jr. 

67.75 	AP The Logic of Design and ~1.echanical Engineering 
Evaluatioc., of the Gas-Com1JuRtion Retorting System, 
Bergen, H. S. 

B. Technical Memoranda 

64-1 	 Preliminary Evaluation of Peripheral Air Distributor in 
Retort No.1, Gifford, P. H. and Jefcoat, I. A. 

65-1 	 Operator Training, System Shakedown and Demonstration 
Runs - Gas-Combustion Retort No.1, Gifford, P. II. 

65-2 Demonstration of High Yield Retorting at 500 lbs/(hr) 
(ft2), Jefcoat, I. A. and Snyder, P. t'J., Jr. 

65-3 	 i1aterial and Heat Balances for Pilot Retorts, Burchfield, 
J. E. and Snyder, P. W., Jr. 

65-4 Basic Flow Characteristics of Raw and Spent Oil Shale, 
Lyons, T. 	C. and Skowronek, L. J. 

65-5 	 Analytical Laboratory Uethods, Beck, B. L. and Liderman, D. 
66-1 	 Test of Joy Manufacturing Company Rotary Percussion 

Drilling Unit in Anvil Points ~1ine, Haworth, G. R. 
66-2 	 Demonstration of Yield and Operability Retorting 3/4 

to 1 1/2 Inch Oil Shale at 500 lbs/(hr) (ft2) in Retort 
No.2, Cotrupe, D. P. and Synder, P. W., Jr. 

66-3 	 Review of Gas Distributors, Mist Recovery Systems and 
Retort Designs Used During Stage I V'1i th the Gas 
Combustion Process, Turner, E. E. 

66-4 Shale Richness Study - Retort No.1, Clampitt, R. L. 
66-5 Preliminary Cost Study on Underground Mining of Oil 

Shale by the Room and Pillar Method, Sellers, J. B. 
66-6 Studies of Behavior of 14ist in Gas-Combustion Retorting 

Process, Gifford, P. H. 
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66-7 	 The 1/12th Scale Hodel of Retort No. 3 - Commentary 
on Technical Film No. 66-2, Lyons, T. C. and 
Skowronek, L. J. 

66-8 	 The Development of a Riser-Type Air Distributor for 
Large Shale in Retort No. 2 - Commentary on Technical 
Film No. 66-3, Lyons, T. C. and Skowronek, L. J. 

67-1 Retort 'No. 3 Recycle Blower Overhaul December 16 
23, 1966, Smith, R. E. 

67-2 Roof Fall in Adit No.5 - December 24 to 25, 1966, 
Haworth, G. R. and Sellers, J. B. 

67-3 Economic Optimum Operating Conditions For the Gas
Combustion Retort, Snyder, P. W., Jr. 

67-4 	 Measurement of C3+ Content of Offgas From the Gas
Combustion Retort and Potential Methods of Recovery,
Hasz, J. \iV. 

67-5 	 Cost Study on the Production of 84,000 T/D of Crushed 
Shale From Gyratory-Cone Crushing Plants, Reitz, R. A. 

67-6 	 Hechanical .r4odel Studies of the Introduction and 
Distribution of Gas in a Bed of Oil Shale (Including 
Commentary to Technical Film No. 66-4), Lyons, T. C. 
and Skowronek, L. J. 

67-7 	 Demonstration Runs in Retort No. 2 With 1 to 2 1/2 
Inch, 1/4 to 1 Inch and 1/4 to 2 1/2 Inch Shale, 
Clampitt, R. L. and Gifford, P. H. 

67-8 	 Bench Scale Studies on Retorting, Oil Recovery, and 
Flow of Heated Shale, Cotrupe, D. P. 

67-9 	 Heat and Haterial Balance Computer Program, Reitz, R. A .• 
67-10 	 Review of Gas Distributors, Nist Recovery Systems and 

Retort Designs Used During Stage I and Stage II Iiith 
the Gas-Combustion Process (Through August 3, 1967),
Turner, E. E. 

67-11 Performance of Retort No. 3 ~"hile Charging 1/4 to 2 1/2
Inch Shale, Clampitt, R. L. 

67-12 Performance of Retort No. 3 Nhile Charging 1/4 to 1 
Inch Shale - February 15 to July 17, 1967, Hasz, J. t'if. 

67-13 Evaltl.ation and f.1odification of Shale Sampling Systems 
on Retort No.3, Broman, W. M. 

67-14 The Use of Screw Feeders and Screw Conveyors to Handle 
Spent Shale - Retort No.3, Bergen, v1. S. and r!]cAleer, J. J. 

67-15 	 Electrostatic Precipitator - Retort No.3, Bergen, W. s. 
67-16 	 Performance of Retort No. 3 While Charging 1 to 2 1/2

Inch Shale (Including Transition to Wider SiZe Ranges), 
Cotrupe, D. P. 

67-17 	 High Face Rotary Drill Jumbo, Brackebusch, F. W. 
67-18 Effect of Air Distributor Design in Retort No.2, 

Hasz, J. vJ. 
67-19 Drilling and Blasting Development Work (Heading

Operation), Brackebusch, F. W. 
67-20 Summary of Activities of Retort Operability Task Force, 

Jagel, K. I., Jr. and Liederman, O. 
67-21 Evaluation of Oil-~Jater Separation Techniques on 

Retort No.3, Reymond, B. L. 
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67-22 	 Down Hole Rotary Drill, Brackebusch, F. ~1. 
67-23 	 Aerial Platform and Roof Bolter, Brackebusch, F. W. 
67-24 	 Allis-Chalmers - Double Roll Tooth Crusher Hardfacing 

Study, Smith, R. E. and Bergen, H. S. 
67-25 	 An Analysis of the Effects of Process Variables During 

Operation of the Gas-Combustion Retort, Clampitt, R. L., 
Cotrupe, D. Po, and 14cGalliard, R. L. 

67-26 Time Studies of lUning Operations, Sellers, J. B0 

67-27 Primary Crusher Test Nith a Tooth Type, Single Roll 
Crusher, Reitz, R. A. 

67-28 Bases for Economic Evaluation of a llining-Crushing
Retorting Complex Used for Oil Shale Retorting, Jagel, 
K. I., Jr. and Reitz, R. A. 

67-29 Corrosion-Erosion Program, Skowronek, L. J. 
67-30 Segregation of Oil Shale Particles in a Flowing System, 

Skowronek, L. J. and Lyons, T. C. 
67-31 Loadings Imposed on Horizontal Retort Internals, 

Skowronek, L. J. 
67-32 Use of Corrective Inserts to Improve Flow Charac

teristics of the 100 ton Shale Storage Bins, Skowronek, 
L. J. 

67-33 Design of Air and Gas Distributors - Retort No.3, 
Bergen, W. S. 

67-34 Calming Height Requirements for Oil Shale Particles, 
Lyons, 	T. C. 

67-35 	 Crushing Cost Studies, Reitz, R. A. 
67-36 Rehabilitation of Retort No. 3 - Engineering, Con

struction, and Costs, Bergen, W. S. 
67-37 Analytical Laboratory Hethods (Final Revision), 

Liederman, D. 
67-38 	 Cost Study on Underground I'!1ining of Oil Shale By the 

Room and Pillar Hethod Based Upon Research Carried Out 
During Stage II, Haworth, G. R. 

67-39 	 Retorting Costs For a 50,000 BICD Oil Shale Processing 
Complex, Jagel, K. I., Jr. 

67-40 	 Rock F.c1echanics Research, Sellers, J. B. 
67-41 	 Index to Anvil Points Oil Shale Research Center Files, 

Verdeur, C. J., Jr. 
67-42 Evaluation of the Performance of Rear Dump Trucks For 

Oil Shale Mining and Hauling, Sellers, J. B. 
67-43 Evaluation of the Performance of Shale Loading Equipment 

For Oil Shale l\1ining, Haworth, G. R. 
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APPENDIX 2 

CONTRACTUALLY DEFINED RESEARCH PROGRAM 

EXHIBIT A 
lAease A4;reCDnCnl 

INITIAL PROGRAM 

Btage I 

1. Activate the Anvil Points Facilities as needed for Stage I. 

a. Establish Anvil Points staff. 

b. Modify, as necessary, existing No.1 (6 TID) or No.2 
(25 TID) pilot retorts, or both, to operate over the range of 
conditions necessary for Stage I investigation, and rehabilitate 
supporting facilities. 

c. Crush and screen shale as needed. 

2. Perform small scale pilot plant studies of retorting to investi
gate its operability and to better define the importance. of several 
potential operating and scale-up problems. 

a. Conduct studies with No. 1 or No. 2 pilot retort, or 
both, to: 

(1) Investigate the criticality of uniform gas distribution 
and particle size segregation. 

(2) Investigate criticality of shale clinkering as it relates 
to shale richness and op~rating c~ndit~ons., 

(3) Investigate effect of shale particle size and si~e range . 

. (4) Make process variable investigation to interrelate 
effects of shale rate, gas rate, air rate, dilution gas rate, par
ticle size and particle size range. 

(5) Investigate advantages for pre-heating air and dilu
tion gas. 

(6) Investigate the problem of dust carryover in oil 
product. 

(7) Investigate effect of cooling rate and nucleating 
agents on oil mist formation and recovery. 
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(8) Investigate recovery of oil from oil mist. 

(9) Investigate air distribution designs. 

(10) Investigate such other problems as may be indicated 
or desirable. 

(11) Establish the operating conditions for larger scale 
retort to be used in Stage II. 

b. Build and operate mechanical models as needed to provide 
design information for retort scale-up,_ for example, to: 

(1) Investigate effects of shale feed system design on 
particle size segregation. 

(2) Investigate effects of gas distributor design on shale 
:Bow. 

(3) Investigate effect of gas distributor designs on gas 
:Bow distributioll. 

(4) Investigate effect of shale draw-off system on shale 
:Bow. 

3. Make engineering and economic evaluations as needed to 
support development work. 

. 4. Mining 

a. Review existing mmmg facilities; repair equipment as 
required, screen and select new or improved equipment for mine. 

b. Plan operation of mine as needed for Stage II. 

c. Mine small quantities of shale if and as needed for Stage I. 

Btage II 

1. Build new large retort or modify No.3 pilot retort (presently 
rated at 150 TID) as indicated desirable from results of Stage I. Con
duct retort studies as needed to: 

a. Investigate operating variables. 

b. Investigate shale feed and draw-off systems. 
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c. Investigate gas and air distributor systems. 

d. Investigate oil mist recovery systems. 

e. Investigate such other problems as may be indicated or 
desirable. 

2. Continue small scale retorting studies as needed to support 
large pilot retort development. 

3. Continue mechanical model studies as and if needed. 

4. Continue engineering and economic evaluations as needed. 

5. Purchase new equipment, -if needed, and operate mine to 
supply shale for large retort. 

6. Conduct mining, research program, to include: 

a. Investigate new and advanced equipment for drilling, 
loading, etc. 

b. Experiment with new explosives like ammonium nitrate to 
determine fragmentation, throw, safety, etc. 

7. Investigate, as needed, methods and equipment for crushing 
and screening oil shale. 
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